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.. .a change in.ph ilosophy of
education in the State of Illinois."
/

JerOme Sachs

No rtheastern Illi no is State College
N O T IC E
The following tees are effective for the January, 1971 Trimester. Ple?se note the ir-icrease in Resident
credit hour tuition, full tuition and health insurance. Part time, as well as full time students must pay the
Student Union Fee.
NonResidents
$ 78.00
5.00

Part time

per credit hour . . . . . ...... ... ......• •....... ... .
Student Union ...... . ......................... .

lllino·s
Resident
$ 26.50
5.00

Full Time

7 or more hours ..... . ... ................ ... ... .
Student Union .... . .......... . ................ .
Activity Fee .. , ................................ .
Health Insurance (single) ............... .... .
(family) .... .... ... ... ................... ... . ... . .

172.50
10.00
18.00
12.80
47.70

522.00
10.00
18.00
12.80
47.70

Extension

per credit hour . ..... ... ... . . . . ..... . .... ... , .. .

24.00

24.00

a print editorial

Well, here it is. We knew it was coming. Effective in January the
basic tuition rate is $172.50 plus fee s and insurance. This constitutes a $75 raise in the cost of an e d ucation at Northeastern.
Who's to blame? First Governor Olgilvie. He originally proposed
large scale tuition hikes for this trimester. Then we must blame our
"concerned" Legislature for picking up the ball and carrying it
from there. Our own Board of Higher Education strongly opposed
the tuition increase and offered a plan of its own-one that included
no tuition hikes for at least a year. Even President Sachs testified
before the board in opposition to the tuition hike. However, our
"concerned" legislature rolled right over the board in complete
disregard for its recommendations or the students' welfare.
Finally, we are to blame. We organized, we talked, we sent
letters, we even demonstrated at the Civic Center. But, when it
came right down to it, when we really needed to put the pressure
on the Legislature and the Governor, we quit. And now we' re stuck
with t his 77 per cent increase in tuition.
What can we do? Nothing right now. The Legislature has passed
the budget-it can't be changed. But we can organize the next time
the Governor or the Legislature try to rip us off again. We can stop
this from happening- but we must work together and not Just fizzle
out like we did last time. Already another State Se nator, Senator
Walsh from Oak Park, has proposed still another tuitio n increa se.
Are we going to let this happen a ll over again?
No, not if we commit ourselves to prevent fu rther hikes. We can
stop the Governo r a nd t h e Le gislatu re if w e a re willing to pull
together. The time for apathy has passed.
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When the Student Government
has ignored the voice of the students for over a year, it is time for
new leadership. In October, 1969,
936 students voted to suspend all
.Student Government activities in
favor of constructing a workable
Community Constitution (Print,
9-23-70, p.4). I have seen the face
of the Student Government Presidency change since then, from
Wiszowaty to Greenberg to Byron
to Kube, but not the phil6sophy behind it. The philosophy behind
these past and our current Student
Government President has been to
build a strong student power base
from which to negotiate .
These Presidents have failed, not
only to negotiate a workable Community Constitution but also to
build their student power bases,
because they have failed to realize
ont; sad fact: the power on this
campus does not rest with the students; it rests in the administration '
and faculty. Our Student Government can pass all sorts of resolutions demanding representation
and student rights, but it does not
have any power over the administration and faculty to enforce
them.
The only way to achieve a workable Community Constitution is
through a-compromise. I believe
our administration and faculty are
willing to listen to realistic suggestions from a representative Student
Government. Students might not
get all they want immediately, but
with a Community Constitution at
least we will have a legal foot in the
door. The administration and faculty are not going to give up their
hold over us without a fight; but
through -a C:ommunity Government, we students will be able to
fight them on equal terms.
Through a Community Government, students will, at the very
least, have to be heard .
I believe it is time for new leadership. We have had four idealistic
Student Government Presidents
who have failed to accomplish
what the students want. I shall be
on the ballot in nomination for Student Government President and I
promise, if elected, to realistically
organize the students' contributions to a Community Constitution; one in which, for ex-

ample, the students might not get to
censor teachers but at least have
the ability to fight for that right.
The first step has to be taken soon .
Respectfully submitted,
Gregory Kmiec
The following was my response
to a letter from a student of mine
who had expressed feelings of despondency and dissatisfaction concerning her studies and education
in general. In fact she was prepared to leave college altogether.
Since there have been other students who have voiced similar attitudes and I have the impression
that there are perhaps still others
whose disillusionment is equally
acute, but who are not so outspoken.
I do not know for certain whether it was my letter which influenced my student to continue
._ her education, but if it did in part at
least; it may perhaps also help you.

the world, one of the greatest is the
barrier that man creates for himself or against his fellowman which
prevents him from this full
self-development; if there is good,
it is the aid we give each other to
help in this fulfillment. I hope I do
not sound like a preacher, but I
feel this and I have lived it. My life
is better, and broader because I
went to school. My friends are
more interesting and exciting becaase they are educated . I could
not have these friends if I could
not share ideas on their level. I
guess this is really the greatest reward of education; not money; not
a job, not prestige, not summers
off, not long vacations, but the
sharing ef a life with people of
understanding.
People who only specialize and
· do not study general subjects tend
to become machines, not people.
That is another advantage of a life
in education over a life in industry:
the latter tends to make you a specialist, knowing only one thing and
doing only that.
Teaching allows for greater
self-development (for all its heartaches.) Thu s the study of Biology,
Physical Science, etc ., is not important.
Finally, you said that one of
your teachers did not care. It
would be very nice if everyone
cared for each and every person,
but if they do not, it is not time to
give up. Some people do care.
Some even care without showing
it. But whether one or another
cares or not should not make you
stop caring a bouC yourself and
your own future .
So, I do not know what you will
choose and I cannot choose for
you, but as for me, I want a life
breadened by as much education
as I can absorb without ruling out
the other goods of life. Whether
this leads to a job in teaching or
not, is irrelevant. It is what you
become that is important.
Good luck. You were an excellenr student, far far above average. You have a great deal of potential.

Dear Mary Ellen,
Thank you very much for writing to me. It is nice to know that
someone cares and that your efforts are not lost in the air. I am
writing this letter to show you that
I care about what happens to you.
I am not a god, so I cannot
predict your future. I am not even
a psychologi st, so I cannot even
analyze your present, and I am not
a biographer, so I cannot even find
out about your past. All I can do is
tell you what I know from my own
life: born in poverty, left as an
infant with my grandmother because my parents had to leave the
village to find work elsewhere, denied an education early in life because of World War 11, poverty,
etc., etc., my own feeling is that
American life is too easy and its
children never learn to work hard
or appreciate the value of what
they get ... until it is too late, until
they are old and look back.
But so be it. I really do not
believe in advice . Words are always empty until each one of us
lives the experiences personally
that gives meaning to the words. I
Sincerely,
will not try to advise you, or I will
X . X . Billing
do it indirectly by telling you what
my education has meant to me and
to the other people I know.
If I believe in anything in life, I
believe that everyone should deMike Lunekas, a well educated
velop himself to his fullest capacity man, highly respected in the colas a human being. If there is evil in lege community, died the other

A Tribute To Mike

Please bring or
mail all comments
to PRINT, in E-214

Thank you·

day: but· the community to which
he catered with unquestioned fidelity hardly paused in recognition.
Perhaps we were too busy - too preoccupied with trivialities -and
frippery . But our inanity cannot diminish the significance of his
unique contributions.
A former teacher and counselor,
Mike, in our gymnasium, became
the equipment supervisor. The
equipment, however, was secondary, because Mike specialized in
people, with emphasis on kindness,
service and consideration. In that
league he was an ALL-American,
due, in part, to the fact that he
wrote the rules of the game - and all
too often was the only participant.
Our physical education faculty,
among the finest to be found anywhere, will miss Mike most, of
course, because he was a perfect
complement to their excellence;
but there are others among us who
knew Mike, and we, too, are keenly
aware that he is gone, and are es pecially saddened.
Those who never knew Mike are
infinitely poorer because of it. Perhaps his passing signaled the end of
an era. Men, nor women, ·for that
matter, are hardly _made, anymore,
with the quiet charm and gentle
grace that he possessed so
abundantly. 'Tho Mike is dead,
long live his spirit.
Gerald Butler

Unimpressed
"See secretary for an appointment." This is the sign which
greeted me outside the door of one
of the heads of the Secondary Education Department. There was no

secretary to be found, so
knocked on the door and what
greeted me on the other side was
just as foreboding as the sign.
There he was, the "gentleman"
who claims to be a friend to all
students who are in secondary
education. I'll never forget his first
friendly words , "Well, what do you
want?" I wanted to walk out,
that's what I wanted! But I went
up there with a purpose and I was
going to fulfill it. I told him that all
students in secondary education
who were going to student-teach
next fall were instructed to see him
and that he would make sure that'
we had or would have by fall , all
the necessary courses completed
for student-teaching. Now, I realize he must be a busy man , but if a
man such as this whom students
depend on for 'help and encouragement cannot even answer you
decently, then he should not take
on such a position. He then proceeded to rattle on about this not
being necessary and I should just
go to the meeting concerning prospective student-teachers - that
was all. He just stopped, turned hi s
back on me and went about his
work. I never felt more insignificant in all my life. I knew
this school was screwed up but
now I see one of the reasons why.
So remember all you prospective student-teachers, go to the
meeting that's coming up, don't
ask any questions, and that fine
"gentleman" behind those golden
doors in the Secondary Education
Dept. will be happy that he didn't
have to answer your trivial questions .
Signed,
Unimpressed

PRINT ANNOUNCES
paint-t he-pol e c ontest
Th e PRINT is happy to announce the coming of the second
annual N.I.S.C. paint-the-pole contest. The pole to which we refer
is t he huge black phallic symbol out there on the northeast corner
of our esteemed campus. Some idiot originally put it out there so
that N.I.S.C. could have a big flashing sign to announce itself to
th e cold lonely travelers of the world . However, as we understand
it, our friendly neighborhood civic association didn't take too
kindly to the idea and got a court order to prevent it from being
fini shed . So, now we have a nice big pole sticking out of the
g roun d that is serving absolutely no function.
w e of the PRINT feel that N.I.S.C. students should have an
oppo rtunity to exp ress themselves artistically by placing their
preci ous paints on our po inted pole. We'll supply the paint-you
supply t he ta lent. We'll also be awarding some really nifty prize
th at's yet to be ann ounced. The day of the big contest is October
30th - th e day before halloween .. The ru les follow :

1. You must use our paint (water based tempera)
2. You only get one two foot section of the pole a nd only
one chance.
3. You only have 15 minutes to complete your entry.
4. Members of the PRINT staff are ineligible.
5. As many people as you wan t may work on a single
project but only one prize will be given out. ·
6. Decisions of the Judges will probably be final.
Th e contest will be judged by a pan el of. jud ges(appropriately
enough) who are su p posedly impartial. Their criterion will be
based on the follow ing:
a) originality
b) relevance
c) humor
d) good taste
e) esthetic value (whatever that means)
further detail s about the con test w ill be announced in next
w eek's PR INT.
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Kobe's reply

\

Last Wednesday the Commuter dislike for the particular color drawings of the Commuter Center.
Recently, the student body president created a minor furor on
Center Committee met and d is- schemes claiming that they are not The se drawings are presented onl y
campus by "firing" Ge·ne Rinaldi and Conrad Pitcher from the Stucussed the remodeling of the " A" particularly pleasing or that the to advise the Committee of special , dent Fees and Allocations Committee. This article attempts to repreand "B" lounges. The Committee colors may have some unwanted areas and locations and do not insent some of his opinion and dispel some of the fog of rumor surroundseems to be in some disagreement psychological effects . Because of dicate what the actual rooms will
ing his controversial a_c tion.
a s to whether it should go ahead this, the Committee decided to look like .
Monday, October I 2 he was interviewed in the Student Senate Ofand do the remodeling a s the archi- postpone any decisions regarding
Mr. Jerry Cannon also anfice concerning his viewpoint. The interview was conducted by two
tects designed it, make some modi- the remodeling until the color class nounced that the 8000 handbills
students not on the permanent Print Staff and who are not currently
fications, postpone the remodeling has had a chance to study and describing the Commuter Center
affiliated with Student Government.
to a much later date, or to just not . comment about the proposed color which is to be mailed to all North- . Insisting he had "dismissed" rather than "fired" Gene Rinaldi and
eastern students will soon be
do any remodeling of the lounges schemes.
Conrad Pitcher, he explained that, contrary to rumor he had not disat all. Various faculty members
Also presented at the meeting ready . The total publication cost of
missed the rest of the students on the committee, rather, they had
from the art department expressed
was second draft of the first line these brochures is $595 .
previously quit or resigned.
He gave as reasons that they were not operating in the best interest of
the majority of the students. The record showed, he said, that the
committee had been cutting budgets for clubs and organizations thus
inspirjng apathy instead of spirit in many school functions . He then
stated that Conrad Pitcher had maintained his own personal interest in
organizations like the Peace Council by voting for its budgets and
voting down athletic budgets. "In my opinion," he stated, "Gene
Rinaldi followed suit. " The Peace Council is a political organization
and political organizations can not draw funds from Student Fees." He
gave as an example the Young Republicans whose request for funds
was turned down on the basis of their being a political organization.
"Student Government is an organization which benefits all students
on campus," he said, "and its budget was refused. In the first place I
di_d not request the budget. If you'll check the reco:-r\ Jay Byron requested the budget while he was president, but in my opinion, the
amount is not an unreasonable one. Western Illinois requested
$30,000 to operate its Student Government th is year and Western
Illinois is not much larger than Northeastern. I want to see a government completely representative of the students. I do not want to see
left-wing radicals and right-wing extremists to say they speak for the
majority when they don't."
"I resent any innuendos directed against me by Rinaldi and Pitcher
and I think they owe the student body and apology as to the way they
acted on the committee."
"I did not dismiss those people because they turned down the budget."
"This definitly is an object lesson, one that should not have hapThe Board of Managers Compened. I think the students should consider themselves lucky that I am
mittee will meet today at 6:00 in the
a n Illinoi s statute permitted serving area to discuss membership
working for a truly representative government. I don't want left or
In a memo just released to the
right wing extremists to control the government. The students should
campu s security personnel to car- of the committee and future plans.
PRINT , the St ud-ent Affairs
have complete control."
ry guns while on duty . He al so The board, whose function will
Council has pa ssed the following
"I have no wish to become a demagogue!"
stated that four members of hi s eventua lly be to oversee food sermotion: 'The Student Affairs
" As soon as the constitution is passed , there will be elections for
fo rce were full time Ch icago po- vices, has not been able to fulfill its
Co uncil stro ngl y condem ns the
senate and the presidency, and if the students feel that I have not been
liceman who worked part time for membership due to the lack of incarrying of guns on campus ." The
responsible enough, then they'll elect a new Student Government Presthe N . I.S .C. police department. terested students and faculty memmemo was dated July 24th but was
ident."
By a Chicago ordinance, these bers. It is supposed to consist of two
held du e to some confusio n in the
" If I didn't feel I was working in and for the best interests of the
men mus t carry gun s when in pub- faculty members, 2 ex officio meme xact wording. The Council also
students, I would have stepped down ."
lic .
requested Preside nt Jerome Sachs
bers of the administration (which
" I am not going to be bullied by any student, administrators, faculty
for a_copy of the la w in the Illinoi s
would be Dr. Lieneman and Dr.
member, or civil service people in my decisions."
Statutes , dealing wi th a campu s
The issue of guns on campus Howenstine) 1 representative from
"This constitution that students worked on is going to be the student
security force and the iss ue of fi rst beca me prevalent when a civil service (presently Mr. Mike
section of the New Hampshire type plan for a community constitution
guns.
N .I.S.C . security guard dropped Stevenson), I alumni member, 2
and if the Print staff would come and ask direct questions about it and
C a mpu s Sec urity C hief Lt.
hi s revolver during a disturbance evening students , and three full
stop beating around the bush they would get some straight answers. "
Franci s Flood recently spoke to
before a APTS council meeting. time day students. Anyone inter"In this constitution, for the first time students will have an active
the committee in a questio n and
At that time the revolve r d id not ested in this committee should atvoice and they will know who their representative is."
answer period that chiefly Tevolvdi scharge and no one was hurt. tend this meeting or see Gene
" I will continue to exercize my authority to remove from and aped around the issua nce of guns to
T he revolver was immediate ly re- Kube, Student Government P resipoint members to committees as I see fit for the majority of the student
security personnel. He stated that
dent. A buffet supper is planned.
turned to the guard by a student.
body. The students must understand that the radical element on
campus are acting as an elitest group who want only the benefits for
themselves rather than the rest of the student body. They must also
\
remember that in a student government or in any government its representatives must represent the wishes of the majority and protect the
minority._! would indeed be a weak person if I gave in to the wishes of
the extremist groups on campus. I'd like to call on the students now to
step forward and take the responsibility of supporting me and helping
The follow ing letter was referred to the film committee by Bill
•
me develop my efforts for this community government, if they care
Howenstine, Dea n of Students for our consideration. It was read to the
about themselves, this school, and the rest of the students. With their
students attending the October 6th film.
help I'm certain my efforts here will be successful."
"I am receiving reports of repeated violations of the No Smoking .
" No government system is wort-h a "hill of beans" unless it has the
Regulation in the auditorium. This occurs in class meetings, in· the
support of the P.eople and a good staff to run it."
Channel 11, Chicago' s educamovie series and other activities. I ask your cooperation in re-stating
tional television station and
and enforcing this regulation.
N .I.S .C.'s next door neighbor will
It was taken several years of tactful hard work to get the Chicago
be offering its new fall schedule
Fire Department to treat us as a college. Legally, Fire Department
this week.
officials have means to harass us and again attempt to enforce a ban on
One of the most interesting of (11 :30 P.M .-Tuesdays) This series nesday s) Scenes from the performsmoking throughout the campus. It is not difficult to understand the
the new series' to be offered will
shows a mix of visual techniques ing arts n Los An·g ele s are shown
reason to ban smoking in an auditorium. Please ask cooperation of
be Civilization, a serie s of color
to describe various human activi- here.
•.
·
students and faculty so that we ccan maintain our present regulations. I
films in which the development of ties. Among the techniques to be
N ET P LAY H O U SE ~( 8
was able to negotiate the last court order barring all smoking on
Western man is portrayed over
u~ed are animation, film collage, P .M .-Fridays) Works by such
campus. I cannot be sure of future success if we are unable to enforce
I , (f()O years. The show, which is
still
photography, color video playwrigh'ts as Jean Claude Itallie
our present very permissive rules."
· being produced by the British . recording , and electroni"c "v ideo- ("The Serpent"), William Saroyan ,
President Sachs
Broadcasting Corportion, is writ- space" technique s.
and Tennessee Wi"lliams, as well .a s
The response to this letter by some students was to continue smokten
narrated, and conceived by Sr
THE FRENCH CHEF · (7 opera, dance, and a presentation
ing. We were later informed that a member of the Fire Department was
present and therefore the school is again under heavy pressure to act in · Kenneth Clark , It deal s with art, P.M .-Wednesday s) The original by former Second City players are
poetry , architecture, and literature Julia Child culinary art program . in the plan s.
accordance with existing Fire regulations - or have ALL smoking on
in an informal way .
returns in full color to tempt you
THE BLACK FRONTIER
campus stopped! The existing fire regulating policy stipulates that
Other interesting series ' include: into trying to cook such exotic (10 :30 _P.M.-Fridays) The role of
tl:iere is to be NO smoking whatsoever in the auditorium by anyone.
R E A L- I 'r I E S ( 8 dishes as bouillabaisse.
Blacks in opening up the i a t
· The film committee asks that those attending the film series -,.refrain
P.M .-Mondays) A program dealPOLITICS 70 (8 :fo P.M.-Wed- Plain s region in the 19th Ce µry
from smoking. It has been suggested that t[le film be. immediately
stopped until the smoking stops. Another alternative outcome will be . ing with controversial public af- nesday s) Upcoming national elec- will be shown O'Ver the next t ree
fai,rs and cultural documentaries.
tion s are discu ssed with members week s .
to ask those persons smoking to leave the auditorium.
F L I C K O U T ( 1, 0 : 3 O · of the news media and famou s
By the time this article is printed these points will h,ave been disP.M.-Mo~days) The presentation s political p~rsonalitie s in this half' N E T F A N F A R E (9
cussed and possibly implemented.
The Film Committee
. ofyoung filmmakers are shown .
hour question and answer period .
P.M .-Sundays) Musical offerings ·

Obata, the Architect

for NISC's proposed Commuter Center,
· will be in the NOH at 2:00 on Tuesday,
October 27, to make the first formal
presentation of the building. All invited.

Board of

S.A.C. condemns guns

managers

on campus

to meet

Channel 11

Attention all sIDokers offers new fall
programming
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Stevenson holds press con£erence
"Don't you think Spiro Agnew cidences of stolen ammunition and
has gone far enough?"
explosives, in particular an in"I think he went far enough sev- cident in California where 140,000
eral years a go," said Adlai Steven- · pounds of ammunition bound for
son , candidate for the U ;S. Senate, Vietnam was stolen. The question
at a college press conference last was posed, "What makes the use of
Saturday, October 10. His official ammunition at home more lawless
hand out dealt mainly wit_!! than its use in Vietnam?" Steven-

that he agreed with a scheduled,
orderly withdrawal of troop s.
As for "draft dodgers who run to
Canada" he said, "I would certainly be more lenient with them than
the bomb throwers." Since they
have broken the law, however, Stevenson could not consider amnesty
and would have them extradited no
matter what their moral reasons
were .
Stevenson was asked to comment on his current alliance with
Thomas Foran, chief prosecutor at
the Conspiracy 7 Trial, and Dan
Walker, w ho headed up the comm ission to investigate the 1968
Democratic Convention disorder.
Stevenson said he had a great deal
of respect for both men. " I don' t
know of any iss ues we disagree
o n. " He also needs their help on
his campaign. He al so said , " I am
glad to have the support of Mayor
Richard D aley." When asked why
he did not continue his drive for
refo rm within the Democratic party, He said that his own candidacy
is evidence of a new trend .

campus violence and the availibility of explosives and ammunition.
Stevenson cited a number of in-

he

son replied . that
detested violence anywhere and in any form.
He proceeded to make his stand on
Vietnam "crystal clear" saying

Just as personal observation, I
think that Adlai Stevenson is still
suffering the repercussions from
his remark "storm troopers in
blue, " referring to Daley's police
action during the 1968 Convention
in Chicago. This is why he's hitting
hard on the issue oflaw and order. I
would hope that the voters of Illinois do not consider it as general a
remark about police as Ralph
Smith would have us believe.

Western Illinois University White Panthers talk over
the issues with U.S. Senator Ralph T. Smith , (R-111) , at
the McDonough County Republican Picnic. The Panthers have endorsed Smith and plan to campaign

Smith's campaign spokesmen, the
pictures will be pl aced in certain
downstate newspapers prior to the
election.
The White Panther Party is an
organization of radica l white youth
organized in 1967 by John Sinclair
around a I 0-point platform . Sin-

by Connie McNeely
ment President Gene Kube met
During the last few months at · with President Sac hs to discuss the
Northeastern , certain changes problems and try and discover
have taken place in the direction of some solutions. Hopefully, there
making the dail y routine of the can be a meeting soo n between
hand icapped student a little easier. Kube, Sachs, and the students inConcrete ramps at both the South- volved so problems can be related
west entrance and the Northwest first hand .
entrance to the school , plus a
Some ideas that Gene Kube
wooden ramp leading into the cafe- mentioned to the PRINT are a
teria, have been added. Until that power-operated platform on the
time, students in wheel chai rs have ramp leading into the cafeteria
had to rely o n friends or students (there has been some discussion
passing by simply to get a coke that the ra m p is far too steep); stufrom the coffee shop.
dent aides to help the blind students
It seems that the changes have and students in wheelchairs, not
stopped with the ramps. Hand i- onl y in securing a meal in the cofcapped students still have a diffi- fee shop, but a lso in getting around
cult time in the cafeteria, cannot the hallways, arranging for a perget in to use the librar y, and can go manent study room for the students
no further into the Auditorium or that would be free all d ay, six days a
Little Theater than the doorway. week, and devising some means to
There is no study room available gain access into the library.
and drinking fountains are too high
In the next few weeks, PRINT
to be reached.
wi ll be reporting what changes will
Last Monday, Student Govern- be taking place.

MEMBERS HEALTH AND SAFETY COMMITTEE

Time to meet over the monumental safety and health problems at
dear old NISC.
,
Please come - C-605 - 3:00 p. m. to 3:45 p.m. only '- Monday,
October 12. Always the 2nd Monday of eac h month . It's only 45
minutes, if you come on time. We discuss smoki ng for one subject thi s
time.

Private· corporations
taking over edu·c ation

White Panther Party
supports Smith
In a surprise move, the Western
Illinois University White Panther
Party, an organization of radical
white young people, announced
their endorsement of Ralph T.
Smith for the U .S. Senate from
Illinois. The announcement came
at the McDonough County Republican Picnic in Macomb.
A delegation of about thirty party members attended the picnic
and had an opportunity to speak
personally with the Senator. Local
political observers were surprised
by the announcement. A local Republican party official termed the
endorsement, "unprecendented."
The Panthers said that they intend
to spend 'October campaigning for
Smith throughout Western Illinois.
"Smith has said that he will accept support from all elements tha t
will help him win the election and
Adlai I II just turns us off," said
Bill Kn ight, party chairman.
· " Smith is the kind of man the silent
majority as well as radical students
want to see elected. The revolution need s more elected officials
like Smith."
A sked if they plan any further
endorsements for the November 3
election, · Knight re spo nded .
"We're kee ping our options open.
At present we are only e ndorsing
Smith, however we are considering other candidates ."
Smith, at first reluctant to accep t
Pa nther support, quickly accepted when Pa nther minister-ofinformation, Mike Mooney , showed him contraband pictures of
Adlai Stevenson II I, Smith's
opponent in the election , shaking hands with long-haired, "hippie-type" students. According to

Handicapped students face
dilemma

A new method of improving
public education is being tried in
Gary under the name of "perform,
ance contracting. " Under the new
plan, a private corporation takes
over a public school under the
agreement with the local school

a'ctively in his behalf. Panther minister-of-justice, Joe
Layng· (second from right), holds the White Panther
Party flag.

clair, former manager of the rock
music group known as the MC-5,
is curre ntly serving a pri son term
for possession of mariju a na and is
under indictment along with other
party members for. the bombing of
a CIA office building.
The platform is designed to aljgn

radical whites more closely with
radical black organizations like the
Black Panther Party . It calls for,
among other things, an end to politica l repress ion, a free economy
(including free money), and a
"complete transformation of the
so-called legal system in the
U niJed States."

board that either the student performances improve or all money
paid for its servicc!s is refunded .
Behavioral Research Laboratories has agreed to take over an
800 member Gary Public School
which is predominately black. Reportedly, the company is charging
no more than what it costs - the
School Board to run the school.
However, the American Federation of Teachers has resolved that
it is opposed to " performance contracting" claiming that it "threatens to further dehumanize thr~
learning process." The A .F.T. goes
on to say that they are opposed to
any plan "predicated on the assumption that educational achievement can be improved in the vacuum of a machine-oriented classroom, without changing the wider
environment of the poverty-stricken child. "
Perfo rmance contracting is a
new idea as a result of a study by the
Carnegie Corporation which revealed that current teaching by the
Carnegie Corporation which revealed that current teaching methods are destructive to learning and
tend to kill imag ination.

Civilisation
on Channel 11;
Color T.V.
"B" Lounge
Wednesday
·Evenings;

7:30 - 8:30 P.M.
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Debate sea.s on starts
Northeastern's Forensics Union
will begin its third year of inter-collegiate debate competition under
the direction of Donald Tantillo.
Last year Northeastern completed a successful year by winning
two state trophies at the Illinois Forensics Association Tournament at
Bradley University. Ted Demos
won second place in oratory and
Leslie Gray won fourth place in ex~
temporaneous speaking. Jan Marmitt a nd Roger Hanna won an honorable mention for their four victories in debate at the tournament.
This season ,the NISC squad will
consist of two varsity teams, three
novice teams and events in oratory, oral interpretation, and extemporaneous speaking.
The varsity teams demand more
than one year experience in college
debate. They include (I) Ted
Demos and Dennis Mcsweeney
and (2) Roger Hanna and Kathy
Braµn.
The novice teams demand one
year or less experience in college
debate. They include (I) Elaine

Gertler and Sue Levin, (2) Tom
Yagnisis and Mike Adelman and
(3) Mary Nosko and Greta Lindquist.
Oratory is an individual event
consisting of an original memorized speech written by the person
delivering it. The person presents
a pressing problem or situation. In
the oratorical event will be Lisa
Ritter, Sue Levin and Ted Demos.
Oral interpretation of literature
is presented when a person selects
part of the works of some author
and expresses them in his own
words. Included in this event will
be Leslie Gray and Terry Al port.
Extemporaneous speaking is
when a person selects a topic and
has a short period of time to prepare a speech on it and then discusses it.
The Forensics Union of Northeastern Illinois State college welcomes all those interested in participation in any of its activities.
Those interested should contact
Mr. Tantillo in office E-20.

Tournament Schedule for the Fall Trimester
1. Wisconsin State University
Oct. 2-3
·· Whitewater, Wisc.
2. Northern Illinois University
I
Oct. 15 -17
DeKalb, Ill.
3. University of Ill.
Oct. 23- 24
Chicago, Ill.
4. Northern Illinois University
Oct. 30- 31
DeKalb, Ill.
5. Elmhurst College
Nov. 6- 7
Elmhurst, Ill.
6. Purdue University
Nov. 12-14
Lafayette, Ind.
7. Bradley University
Nov. 19-21
Peoria, Ill.
8. Ohio State University
Nov. 28- 29
Columbus, Ohio
9. Wisconsin State University
Dec. 11-12
Whitewater, Wisc.
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Agnew for

corey's
corner

president?
Joseph Rhodes, a member of the
Presidents Commission of Campus
Unrest said last Sunday that he believes Vice President Spiro Agnew
wants to be president and is beyond
the control of President Nixon.
· Rhodes was quoted as saying on
Metromedia Radio's Profile " I
think the President is not necessarily running the vice president. I
think it's a serious, grave situation,
as most people are not seeing that
the vice president is developing his
own constituency. He wants to be
President in '76, God help us, and I
think he is campaigning hard for
'76 right now."
Rhodes went on to say, "I don't
know if the President can stop him
now ...The commission urges him
to : we appeal to him . A nation's at
stake ; we can't afford this kind of
divisiveness in the country the
vice president promulates."

Color TV
at

N.I.S.C.

A potpourri of trivia and other drivel:
... The Insult to Injury award of the month goes to Student Government(?) president Gene Kube . In his heave-ho letter to Gene Rinaldi, of
the Student Fees Committee, reprinted on the front page of the Print last
week, he spelled Rinaldi's name wrong.
. .. It's been four long weeks since the new " scramble system" took
over in the cafeteria and coffee shop. The first few days were understandably hectic, as people searched for cold drinks, mustard, and
plasticware, as they milled around and bumped into each other. When
asked why the innovation seemed to be a giant step backward in service,
an annonymous campus planner mumbled something about "Pavlov"
and "cgnditioning," which would work the bugs out of the system. The
lunch ladies have done an admfrable job of adjustment, and it's true that
after five p.m. it's easy to get a cup of coffee. But buying a lunch and a
drink at noontime, and standing in three different lines fo do so, still
stinks .
... New word for the day: mangel-wurzel - - - n. A large , coarse beet,
cultivated and used as food for cattle.
. . . In the vast wasteland of john wall graffiti, a worthwhile statement
occasionally appears - - like maybe once a year. In the B wing john
somebody wrote: "Any good question doesn't have an answer." That's a
heck of a lot more interesting and entertaining than I want your
body-meet me here tomorrow. In an auditorium john a couple months
ago somebody wrote, "All generalizations are bad." That's reminiscent
of the famous grammar rule, "Never use a preposition to end a sentence
with."
. .. How's this for john wall graffito: "Rorschach uses Bic pens."
.. . Polysyllabic is. Monsyllabic isn' t. Curt is. Also, ostentatious is .
(And Christine Jorgensen wasn't.)
. . .A friend of mine· who works in a gas station protests in a silent
manner. He refuses to wash the area of a window where a flag is stuck
on.
. . ."How do I work? I grope ." -Albert Einstekn.

The loan of a color TV set has
been secured for showing the first
three segments of Civilization, the
distinguished BBC series, in B
Lounge on Wednesday, October 7,
14 and 21, from 7:30to 8:30 p.m.
According to the House Internal
Should the color TV set become
available to N .I.S.C. for the entire Security Committee the Students
thirteen-part series, you will be in- for a Democratic Society is no
longer in existence. Chaiman Richformed in PRINT and elsewhere.
ard D. Ichord was quoted as saying
last week, "For all practical purposes, Students for a Democratic
Society has ceased to be a viable
national organization. A proper
headstone for the S.D.S. might well
note: Born circa 1960-died circa
tionist positions. The highest salary
1970."
offered was $857 per month for a
beginning engineer and· researchThe 17 5 ·page report on the stulaboratory workers averaged $637
dent organization revealed that the
per month.
SOS began as a reformist student
According to Mr. Valerie Z.
movement intent on working withGallagher, Director of Northin the system but found its greatest
eastern's Placement Office: " ... a
successes beginning in the midwpman interested in a non-teachl 960's as it turned more and more
ing career must not sit by passively Question:
and wait to be recruited. Candi- Do you believe that student politi- militant and radical.
" As the ranks swelled, both the
dates can obtain job offers through cal activity in the coming camdirection and objectives of S.D.S .
a college recruitment interview if a paign is in the public interest.
changed radically-moving from
particular company sends repre- Answer:
sentatives to the school and the stu- I don't think th/it his idea ofwork- dissent on behalf of reform to open
dent submits a resume to the com- time political activity by the col- resistance and finally to revolupany. The evidence indicates any- lege students is a good thing. It tionary violence and virtual anthing but a big rush to recruit worn- comes about simply because they archy," the report stated.
The report went on to say that at
en. In short, it does not mean that are goaded by the faculty or the
women are not hired, but that they college administration into politi- one time SOS membership nummust 'pursue' their positions by at- cal activity . There has always been
tending career seminars, by sharp- a certain amount of political activiening interview techniques, and by ty on campus, and this came
setting their career goals in adspontaneously. I think that's very
vance."
good.

House internal security
says SDS is dead

Placement Office News

W oIBen~s Salary Survey
by Lynda Immergiuck
,
The third annual report on beginning salaries for women with
Bachelor's degrees has been received by the Placement Office.
Entitled "The September 1969 July 1970 WOMEN'S SALARY
SURVEY," it is a study presented
by the College Placement Council
and based on returns from 127 selected colleges.
The report revealed that an average of only 17 job offers per college
were presented to women in nonteaching positions as opposed to
enumerable offerings to male candidates. The kind of jobs offered indicate that women Liberal Arts
graduates who are not interested in
b e i n g engineers, accountants,
auditors, secretaries, or receptionists must think deeply about
their future careers and the mechanics of seeking positions.
Most offers were for General
Business trainees and for Data Processing programmers. Compared
to last year's survey, opportunities
for accountani-auditors rose by 20
percent and there was a 16 percent
need increase for secretary-recep-

Spiro Agnew
-on student

involvment

A copy_of the Women's Salary But when it becomes a part of your
Survey is posted on the Placement • college work, and you're given
Bulletin Board. More salary and time off to indulge in it - well, it
job opportunity reports may be would seem to me that the primary
found in the Placement Office.
purpose of these young people
being in college is learn whatever
they're studying. And there will be
plenty of time, collaterally, for
them to involve themselves politically, without giving them two
weeks off from the college term to
go out and work in somebody's
with P_atty Dulc.e
campaign - particularly when it
amounts to a thinly veiled directive
Tuesday at 7:30 in the Aud.
to work for "liberal" candidates.
Reprinted from U .S. News and
World Report

fr~e film series presents

Me, Natalie

Pages

bered 40,000 but today is fragmented by sloppy organization and
internal differences.
_
However, on another note, an
explosion rocked a section of an
outside wall of an Army National
Guard armory in Santa Barbara,
Cal. Santa Barbara police chief,
A.E. Trembly was quoted as saying, "We certainly believe this
bombing is connected with the
Weatherman faction and other terrorist groups in our nation." The
Weatherman is an offshoot faction
of the SOS which broke off during
an SOS convention last year in Chicago.
This and two other similar explosions occurred two days after
Bernadine Dohrn, a wanted leader
of the Weathermen, said the radical offshoot of the SOS would soon
launch a " fall offensive." In a tape
recording played at a ·New York
press conference, a voice identified
as Bernadine Dohrn's said the campaign by young radicals "will
spread from Santa Barbara to Boston, back to Kent State and Kansas."

Ohio Guard asks for
nonlethal weapons

Ohio National Guard Adj . General Sylvester T . Del Corso announced last week that the Ohio
Guard has asked for short range
nonlethal weapons in addition to
its standard high-powered rifles
when called to quell disturbances
on college campuses .
"We are planning to use some
short-range, nonlethal weapons
such as multiple batons that fire
wooden pellets and similar weapons that fire at close range." Del
Corso made the comments following criticism of the guard by the
P r e s i d e n t s Commission on

Campus Unrest.
Wood pellet firing weapons have
been used successfully by Berkely
police following disturbances by
University of California students.
"But we will not have a double
standard," he said . "We'll still
have some rifles. We're going to be
prepared in case someone sta rts
shooting at us."
Del Corso said Guardsman
would not carry loaded weapons,
but would load up on command of
an officer. He estimated the cost of
equipping the Ohio Guard , alone,
at $454,000.
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Editor's Comment

A campus probe that needn't be
The joint Illinois House-Senate committee investigating campus disorders
still is going about its redundant busi·ness-, despite earlier encouraging reports it was due for demise because of
lack of money.
Those -who seek to reap some sane
and operative conclusions from investigations of . campus unrest had
hoped the presidential commission reports would suffice, at least as interim
gui~elines.
After all, a national perspective on
student grievances, a ~ell-prepared .
analysis of the Jackson State and Kent
State tragedies, should be more satis~actory for corrective purposes than
any regional and partisan diagnosis: ?. , :·
The Illinois legislative committee,
however, is led I:)¥ State Sen. William
G. Horsley (R-Spring.field) , and he has
turned the unit into a self-ser ving vehicle. The group is no~ and has been a
means by which Horsley can vent his bias against professors, students,
campus pets or anyone or anything
else he feels. m ay be espousing a Terrible Red Line.
·
Prior to the opening of committee
hearings in September he blamed
campus unrest on Communist ' China,
dope pusher s and rich do-gooders, a nd
saip that the purpose of his group was
to see if legislation could be passed

that "will make it easier to get rid of
those fellows who are radicals and
subversives·... •
Of course, if a Terrible Red Line
were being espoused, to the extent
tha•t the existence or security of tJhe
campuses were endangered really,
then perhaps the s'land of such as Horsley might make a bit of sense.
But to the H0.rsieys, no such test
need be applied. It is enough to make
political capital out of publiic temerity
and ideological foar. The Terrible Red
Line is equatable with virtually everything said aloud on campus by virtually everyone connected with the enter,prise o( mod:ern education.
;
Horsley -has announced plans to reopen his hearings at Southern Illinois
University on Nov. 9 and 10, and a t
Northern Ulinois University on Nov. ·12
and 13. _
He told the NIU Northern Star that
" we want to hear from the 95 per cent
good students, the 5 per cent bad students'' as well as faculty members
a nd what not. Obviously, he has preconceived notions al)out campus probterns. Let him be satisfied with these,
and let him leave the campuses alone.
As relatively ha rmless as the Horsleys may appear, over-all, they constitute an abrasive element tha:t can
_only do more harm than good.

Reprinted from the Chicago Sun-Times The PRINT to.t ally supports this
viewpoint.
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It's unbelieveably difficult to put toge ther the PRIN T , Sometime s it
seems imposs ible, but someho w, the PRIN T manages to come out every
Thursda y. Parts of it I a m pe rsona ll y proud of, othe rs are a di sappointment. Problems co me up eve ry day a s regula rl y as the sun rising .. Our
printer tr ies to gi ve us good serv ice but sometime s they lo se stories or
fail to provide adequate p roofs fo r layou t. Some of our best writers
don't believe in deadlines while othe r writers do n' t believe m turning
stories in at all. We are sho rt of wri ters but big in ho pes.
The PRINT respects critic ism but respects it even more w he n it is
accompanied by an offer to help work fo r the paper. Sometimes important news sto ries are , not presented anyw he re near adequate ly while
others are not presented at all simpl y because there is no o ne to write it.
This is a disservice to the stude nts who read the PRINT every wee k and
somewhat depend o n it to present the news adequate ly and accurate ly .
C ontrary to myth the PRINT is no t run by a ruling clique . We are in a
period of turno ver where old face s are leaving and a few new face s are
a ppea ring. We desperately need ne w people who are willing to write
·stories; edit ~opy, and take on respons ibility for thi s papfr. Right now we
need people to cover Faculty Senate meetings, fo llow the teach-ins,
report sports, and researc h for the upcoming C ommu ter C enter refere ndum . Sadly enough, we do n't e ven have a sports editor.
I fee l that the PRINT is o ne of the most importa nt stud ent o rganizatio ns o n campu s simply because it reac hes mo re students every week
tha n a ny other group .· But the PRINT doesn' t want power - it wants to
inform stude nts so that they can get a better understandi ng of what is
happe ning around N ortheastern . It ha s a vast potential, but it need s
people to help it reach it. ·
If you fee l that yo u would like to work for the PRIN T , the n, by a ll
means stop by and tal k to me or o ne of the staff. We' re a lways ready to
li ste n to your suggestions o r gripes, and we' re alway s anxious to add
new names to the staff box . T he PRINT office is E-2 14, or call us at
extension 270.

ti/. ~
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Complaints?
Got a complaint? D on't like the food ? Having trouble with a teac her.
T he PRIN T is willing to he lp . If you have a compla int about a
spec ific de partment try calling o ne of the follow ing nu mbers. If they
try to gi ve yo u a hard time co me up and tell us about it. We'll do
everything we can to ge t th ings straightened o ut.
Dept. Head
M rs . Me len Straz

Commu ter Center

Mr. C liff Ha rralso n

Admissions

Mr. Raoul Haas

F ina ncial Aids·

Mr. Ron We nd ell

Hea lth Services

M iss Marion Ette n

G-138

Li brary

Mr. Seymou r Schne ider

Library

Parking & Securit y

Lit. Francis F lood

J - 110

Place me nt Office

Mrs . Vale rie Gallagher

E-128

Pre sident of the
College

Mr. Jerome Sac hs

C-2 15

Print

Gle n Ju rman n

E-2 14

,,1

ALRIG~T Mf.
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LG

-omce
cafe teria

Department
C afete ria
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print

stage
34 18 Bryn
Mawr
34 18 Bryn
Ma wr

Chief Cri tisizo r
Bu si nes s Manoger and

Ext.
44 1
ext.
358
EX. t.
348
e Xt .
34 1
e Xt .
500
e Xt .
395
e Xt .
28 1
e Xt .
270

.... C o nnie Mc N e e ly

A.V. Liason . . . ....... . ............. . . . ..... Ellen Friedman

In o gen u i n e a nd si nce re a tte mpt t o slo nde, certain
membe rs o f the acad e m ic c omm u n it y, we proud ly
present t his week's issue o f the N ort hea st ern PRINT!
H e re, above the ca feter ia in ou r ultra-lux u ri ous o f -

fic e s, a de d ic ated gro up of effete s nobs toi l a w a y at
turning o ut a w e ek ly newspaper. We gene rally t ell the

na rcs and s uch t hat o ur address is No rtheaste rn
Hlinois Sta te Co llege, Bryn Maw r at St. Louis Ave nues,
C hic a g o, Illi n oi s, 6 0 6 2 5. If for so m e re a son you think

that our sto ri e s and sla nder refle c t the opi nio n s of the
ad mi n istr a tion , y ou ' r e wro ng. Usually it r e fl ects tha t of
the wri te r unle ss h e' s b een b ought o ff . Sto p by a n d
see u s in E- 214.

Ed ito r a nd
Chief C r itisi zee . .
. M anaging Ed ito r and

be hind the

Phone
e Xt .
256
e Xt .
389

....... G len Jur m a nn

Pho to graphy Ed ito r
und Dirty Picture
Take r ..
. .. ... .. Big Bi ll Sp re it zer
Feature Edi tor and
Boa k W r ite r ..
. .......... . .... .. ...... Marnie Fou rnier
Commu ter Center Editor
... .. .. Ba r b Sielec ki
a nd Porno Per son .
Pol iti cal Edi tor
a nd Di rty Poet ..
. .........Ja ne M cGann
Co nt ributi n g Peopl e ..................... Rober to Thoma s
Fred En g lish, Ed Czodows ki, Lynn Steb bi n s, Mary Jane
Szronk ows ki, Ja ck Cho llem, M ike Ke sselm a n
Facu lty Unde rco-.,er
Ag en t. .
. ...... . .... Ric h a r d C hile s
fa cu lty Ad vice ....
. .... Ely (Sherloc k) liebo w
Rom a n Dec a dence ..
. , , .Da v e Green
Mo il ing . . . . .
. . .. Grace W o uters
C o lu m nists . . .
. . . Eug ene Barnes
Del Breckenfel d , John Briar, Gen e Co re y, Warren
Sandler
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Guest Editorial

Voter registration
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"Why should I register to vote? It doesn't ~o any good anyway." When
you protest the war in Viet nam, a battle fed by the Jives of 18, 19 and 20
year olds, or the cost and relevancy of your education, someone is going to
say, "Sorry Charlie, you blew it." You demanded a voice, and it was given
to you, but you couldn't be bothered to follow through on it. Only IO
percent of this "involved" generation in Chicago cared enough to vote. A
poor showing when over 50 percent of the "establishment" voted.
It is like the kid .w ho kicked and screamed till he got a new bike, but lost
interest when he found it had to be assembled. Registration is not a difficult procedure. To get to City Hall from school you take Kimball to
Belmont, hop on the B Train for the loop and get off at Washington (Civic
Center)·and cross the street. You can be back in school in Jess than two
hours. Some people even offered to drive others down but there were more
drivers than riders. Others went to talk to orientation groups about voter
registration. The response was a long yawn and, I'll register when I get
around to it.
The court case to test the constitutionality of the 18 year old vote comes
up Oct. 19. Procrastination on our part will say in effect we don't want the
vote. I don't believe this is true. We could cast the deciding vote in the
upcoming election of the State Superintendent of Public Education on
February 23. We are the ones who are supposed to get an education, not
our parents.
.
There are a lot of things wrong with this country, and anyone has
reason to feel disillusioned and angry, but there's and old saying, "Put up
or shut up."

,HE
N7 _Ai:tJD(,tt1
'S'-1N'~

--

JaneMcGann

PRINT poll results ...
1. Do you read Print every week?
5 yes
not when I'm In school
2. Why?
It's interesting
3 none of your business
because
indifferent
3. Do you enjoy reading the Print?
yes
not very much
a little
no answer
no it stinks
no
4. What is your favorite section of the Print?
forum
no favorite
the end
classifieds
none (this poll}
the end
5. In reference to question 4, why?
because I said so
2 whocares?
2 it's the best
because I said so
6. What is your least favorite section of the print?
no answer
4 the whole paper
sports
staff box
news
7. Do you find yourself looking forward to getting the Print?
3 yes
3 you must be kidding
8. What would you classify the Print as?
5 a rag
2 an establishment rag
1 a commie rag
9. Would you let your sister read Print?
2 no
no sisters
she wouldn't be bothered
yes
que sera sera
10. Would you let your sister marry someone on the Print
staff?
6 no
hell no
11. What do you think of Corey's Corner?
he's great
3 who
disgusting
great
12. What do you think of Warren Sandler?
3 who
2 double negative
he is easily bribed
13. How about Jim Martin?
3 he's secretly Mrs. Zimmerman
2 who
14. How about Del Breckenfeld?
he's secretly Jerry Sachs
irrelevant
typical Commie longhair
who
·
typical longhair

john briar
.
by glen jurmann
Miscellaneous notes about things Happening:
Mayor Daley plans to have the Haymarket Square statue rebuilt. The
statue, commemorating the death of several policeman during a labor
demonstration several decades ago, has been bombed twice during the
past year. This time he's proposing a 24 hour guard for the statue to
prevent it from being blown to bits again. This i_s sort of interesting when
you think that the average policeman must make at least 8 or 10 thousand
bucks a year. Sort of expensive to preserve a statue. Especially when the
Blackstone Rangers are allegedly terrorizing half the South Side of Chicago. It seems the policeman who wou_ld be guarding the statue might be
better used protecting people than protecting statues.
Speaking of policeman, did you know that we have four full time Chicago policemen who work part time for the N .I.S.C. Police Dept. on their
off hours? I understand they work 20 hours a week for us. That's about 60
hours a week for them. Don't you think they get tired? And when you get
tired don't you get irritable? And don't irritable people make you nervous
when they're carrying loaded guns? They make me nervous.
Let's all send sympathy cards to the girl who never wants to go back to
school again. You've seen her on television in a "dramatization" for
Joseph Woods. She claims they had a riot on her campus or high school'
and the police couldn't handle it. Of course, the Cook County Sheriffs
Police were sent for but they just didn't have the men to handle the
situation. I have to basically disagree with this though. The only time I've
ever seen the Sheriffs Police outnumbered was when they tried to evict
members of the Contract Buyer's League. At that time they just called the
Chicago Police and managed to achieve their goal for Universal Builders
quite nicely. Is this why we need more Sheriffs Police, so we can evict
more .people out of their homes more effectively? Anyway, AtteQtion all
anarchists out there in the suburbs! You've got the Sheriffs Police outnumbered! Just ask Joe Woods.
A well known Senator from Illinois, campaigning for reelection, is
staging a really professional campaign. The formula used is the old "guilt
by association" trick. First we show a picture of our hero Abbie Hoffman
calling police pigs. Then we show a picture of Adlai Stevenson III saying
that some police have acted like storm troopers. Ah ha! Abbie and Adlai
have a conspiracy going here! Then we finalize the spot with a picture of
our candidate crossing the street while a policeman holds back traffic.
Our candidate calmly states that the policemen are our friends or something to that effect. Remember, this man is a United States Senator.
The Chicago Seed tells us that Mayor Daley is not only trying to get t_h e
Democratic National Convention for Chicago in '72 but also the Republican Convention. Daley has no regrets over what happened in 1968,
and said the Police Dept. and the city (meaning him I guess) acted properly. He says he's not worried about any demonstrations that may come up
in '72 . He feels the city can cope with them. Quote the Seed, "I wonder
how far in advance we'll be shot."
Finally, I'd like fo know why a certain member of the faculty who has
· an office on the mezzanine is allowed to park -her car in the loading dock
area without getting a parking ticket. I understand this·h ¥ been going or
.for some time now.Could it be. that clout exists at North'eastern!?!

'

;

15. Do you feel our editorial; are fair?
-~ i. ,;.
3 fairy
what editorials
fair to bad
16. Do you feel our sport coverage is adequate?
3 yes
3 no
17. Aren't you sorry you ever read this poll?
3 yes
whatpoll?
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Books
The Andromeda Strain

Hujambo Rafiki

Michael Crichton

by Eugene Barnes

Due to circumstances
beyond our control the
Hujambo Rafiki Column
will not appear this week.
Look for it
Next week.

Print Always
Needs More Writers
Come Around To
E - 214

It started out innocently enough ,
with Lt. Roger Shawn and Pvt.
Lewi s Cain tracking down a Scoop
satellite that had landed near a obscure town called Piedmont, Arizona (population 48). Matte rs
were rapidly complicated when
Shawn and Cain entered the town ,
obeying the regulations of recovery technique, by leaving their radio open . In the town they find
dead bodie s lining the
streets ...." Like they dropped in
their tracks . Stumbled and fallen
down dead ." That was all Mi ssion
Control heard from Shawn and
Cain before transmi ss ion ended .
Project Scoop was an Army
project aimed at collecting any organisms that might e xist in the upper atmosphe re of earth. Scoop

had succeeded in its collection of
organi sms so magnificently, that
when the innocent victims of Piedmont found the satellite, and
opend it , they exposed themselves
to a ghastley death .
Project Wildfire .had been instituted to investigate the poss ibility of unknown life form s introduced on American spacecraft
returning to earth . Jeremy Stone ,
Peter Leavitt, Charles Burton and
Mark Hall were all speciali sts
ready to staff the Wildfire laboratory , when an emergency rose.
Project Scoop was rated as a Wildfire emergency .
Throughout the novel the scienti sts are trying to discover it if was
a new organi sm that had killed the
residents of Piedmont. If it was,

how can they stop it from spreading? Should the President destroy
Piedmont with an atomic bomb ?
The scienti sts reach the answer by
extensive observation of the only
two survivors of Piedmont.
Crichton's use of forthcoming
doom haunts the entire novel. _His
writing does get technical at times
but it only stresse s the sense of
taut reali sm. Andromeda Strain
reads like science fiction but I
found myself thinking " Could this
crisis happe n today in our age of
great scientific di scovery ?" Andromeda Strain is definitely suspenseful from begi nning to end.
Read it and wonder.
L ynn Stebbins

00

(Where's Our Lamp?)

Scandinavian seminar
\3s1h\ANNIVERSARY SALE

IS

All $4.98 LP's - $2.95
All $6.98 8-Track or Cassette Tape s - $4.88

MOVING
AROUND
THE

W/TH THIS COUPON ONL Y 1

LITTLE AL'S RECORTAPES
3216 W. LAWRENCE AVE.

CORNER!
Order Tickets Now!

SHUBERT
THEATRE
22W. MONROE
CE 6-8240

THRU SAT.,

OCT.17th
Tickets Available at
8011 Office

BLACKSTONE
THEATRE
60 E. BALBO
CE 6-8240

FROM TUES.,

Scandinav ian Seminar is now
accepting applicatio ns for its study
abroad program in D enm~ rk, Finland, N orway, or Sweden for the
academic year 1971 -72 . This living-and learning ex perienc,e is designed for college stu dents, graduate s a nd o ther adults who want to
become part of another culture
while acqui ring a second language .
An in it ial 3-4 weeks language
course, foll owed by a fa mil y stay,
will give the student opportuni ty to
practice the la nguage o n a dail y
basis and to share in the life of the
commu nity . For the major part of
the year he is separated from his
fe llow American stude nts, living
and studyi ng among Scandinavians at a "People's College" (residential school fo r continuing adult
education) or some more specialized inst itution.

All Seminar participants meet at
the weeklo ng Introductory, M idyear and Final Sessions, during
which the American and Scandinavian P rogram D irectors work
closely with each student on matters re lated to his stud ies, experiences a11d progress . T he foc us
of the Seminar progra m is the student's Independent Study Project
in his specia l field of interest. Mo re
and more American colleges and
u n iversities are giving fu ll N partial cred it fo r the Semi nar year.
T he fee, covering tuitio n, room ,
board and one-way transportation,
is $2,200. A limited number of
scholarsh ip loans are available.
For furt her information w rite to
SCAN DIN AVIAN SEMINAR,
140 W est 57th Street, New York,
N .Y. 100 19.

OCT. 20th
Tickets Available
by Mall
Special Consideration
for Groups

Phone Mary Merlin
641 -5933

4iib&~
Gas pains
relieved

it's iust beginning
come and help
your store grow ...

E45 by the billiards

at

GLENLAKE
VOLKSWAGEN
6035 N. BROADWAY

MILLER ANA LOGIES TEST

T he Miller A nalogies Test is requ ired fo r all students in a Ma ster's
-degree program at N ortheaste rn Illinois State College . The tes t is to
be ta ken before the student has completed six (6) hours in a program .
The test will be admini stered o n campus a s fo llo ws:
T uesday O ctober 20
Room D - 104
Wednesday October 2 1
Room D - 1 13
Thursday October 22
Room D- 1 13
Tuesday O ctober 2 7
Room D - 104
Fee : $5.00 payable at time and place oftest.

8:00 to
8:00 to
8:00 to
8:00to

10: 00 p.m .
I 0 :00 p.m .
10:00 p.m .
10:00p.m .

RESERVATIONS MUST BE MADE
Open Eves.
Closed Su n .

@

BR 5• 3500
.

room
mon.-fri. 8:30-3:30

WATCH
ELEVEN_

school supplies and

FORTY

used books

announcements

'

FIVE

Only fifty (50) peo ple can be accommodated at eac h session.
R E SERVAT IONS mu st be made in advance . Please call JU- 3-4050,
extension 260 (Student Service), Monday th rough _F riday .
The Engli sh Trimester, a twel ve credit hour course , will be offe red
again thi s winter. The subtitle is: " Backgrounds in Ninetee nth Century Engli sh and American Literature" which means that we will be
do ing quite a bit of reading in European Literature. Some of the
writers we will read at length include Goethe , Balzac , Stendal ,
George Eliot , Flaubert , Dostoev sky, Dickens, and Conrad .
If you are intere sted in the course , please contac t one of the three
professors who will be teaching. These are Messrs. White, Hoberg,
and'N enianic. T ry to see one of them before N ovember 1st.
Mr. Harry White - Office D-18 - Ext. 432 Office Hours : 2: 00 p.m .
Tue sday , Wednesday , and Thursday. Mr. Thomas Hoberg - .Office
OA-SA - Ext. 531 Office Hours: 11 :00 a.m. Wedne sday ·and Thursday, 12:00 noon Tuesday and Friday. Mr. Gerald Nemanic - Office
J-106 - Ext. 487 Office Hours: 4 :00 p.m. Wednesday and Friday, 5
and 6:00 p.m. Thursday .
The English Department

.... -- . ..... , .
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club notes

Biology club news

Tennis Lessons
TABLE TENNIS LESSONS given in gym by Paul Hagen. Make appointments by calling 378-2215, or leave message with TKE
verbal messages mailbox on mezzanine floor.

Language notes
Gloria Maria Cruz announced last week that the Italian Club has
been officially recognized by the Dean of Students, Mrs. Zimmerman. The club will be under the sponsorship of Dr. Battista Galassi.
Since the Club will be an official and active organization of the
student body, I wish to extend a personal invitation to all students
at Northeastern to join and participate in the various activities to be
undertaken by the Italian Club.
The main objectives of the Club are to establish a better understanding and appreciation of Ital ian culture. It will also provide its
members with opportunities for practical experience in working
together, developing leadership and responsibility, and the possibility of disc.o vering and utilizing sources of Italian cultural interest.

Of the various activities planned by the Club, its members ca n
look forward to the following : social gatherings such as mixers,
dances and banquets, Italian films, slide programs, lectures on
Italian culture, fie ld tri ps (event uall y and hopefully, one of the field
trips will include Italy).
The only qualifi cation fo r membership to the Italian Club is that
you be a registered student at Northeastern Illinois State College.
The first organiza t ional meeting w ill ta ke place on Thu rsday,
October 22 a t 1:00 p.m . in room A 125. If you are interested, please
come, and what happened to someone just a -few days a go in 1492,
may happen to you. You could discover a New World .

Last Thursday, at its regular meeting, the Biology Club initiated a
tutoring program for students taking the three basic biology
courses. Tutors will be available on Tuesdays at 1 :00 p.m. in room
B-133 or B-135. All students desiring help with their courses are
invited to see the tutors during this hour.
The next regular meeting will be held Thursday, October 15th, at
1 :00 p.m. Roger Bader (a Northeastern Biology Student) will bring
to the Biology Club a presentation of an ecological study prepared
with the cooperation of Michael Sagrillo. His topic will be "The
Successional Stages of Log Decomposition Based on Fungi as Primary Decomposers."
This past Sunday about 20 students took part in an outing and
· h ike to Starved Rock. The outing was an all day affair, exhausting
but very enjoyable, as we clambered in and out of canyon
but very enjoyable, as we clambered in and out of canyons. This
was our second Sunday outing; the first one was a hike along the
Prarie Path, following the old EJ&A· railroad line. On Sunday,
October 25, we are planning another all-day outing, this one a
hiking trip along the Nature Center River Trail. All you need are
comfortable clothes and a packed lunch. Transportation will be
provided by private car, and if you are willing to drive, we would
appreciate any offers to take passengers. Details will be given at
our next two meetings and information will be posted on the
Biology bulletin board between Rooms 133 and 135. Hope you can
join us.

Micro-teaching
Students planning to Micro-Teach during the WINTER 1971 Trim este r MUST a tte nd the following orie ntation meeting: Thursda y,
October 15, 4 :00 - Auditorium.
Students plan ning to Micro-Teach during the MAY-JU NE 1971
Trimester MUST a tte nd one of the fo llowing orientation meetin gs:
Tue sd a y, October 2 7, 3:00 - Auditorium; Wednesday, October 28,
3:00 - Aud itorium; Thursday, October 29, 4:00 - Auditorium.

Plan Hom ecoming
Folk dance club
The Folk Dance Club invi tes a ll Northea stern students to t he Folk
Dance Party, Thursday evening October 15 from 6:30 until 10 in the
North Dining Hall. Come learn new dances or join in the ones you
already know. Dances of Israel, Greece, Russia, Bulgaria, Romania
and other countries will be featured .
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Golden Eag les, the NISC Foot ball team, w ill play Marquette
university Nov. 7. The event will be NISC's ho mecoming.
The newly forme d footba ll club will awa rd a tele visi on, a typewriter and two radios to its backers. This football club project is in
process now.
Lee Humphrey is captain.

Linguistics
club notes
by Lynda lmmergluck
The Li ngui stics C lub held its
second meeti ng of the trimester on
October 6 in room BI 09 during the
Activity H ou r. A 30 minute fil m,
entitled "Englis h Teaching Tomorrow", was presented to a capacity crowd. The fil m offered a
panel discussion amo ng two representatives of the Center for Applied Linguistics _(Wash. D .C .)
and two administrative educators,
representi ng Elementary Schools.
As with the "new" math and t he
"new" science emergence, linguistic approac hes to all phases of
Language Arts have put an unwarranted fear into the mi nds of schol_ars, future teachers, and parents.
The "new" English is misconstrued as a negative threat
rather than as a positive investment into a child's learning.
The film serves only as an introductory step towards presenting Linguists' icjeas within school
systems. Because of the various
misconceptions, one of the educators admitted to working with the
natural forms of the English language during a pre-school program
and spoke of its beauty and originality ; not realizing that she did, in
fact, see and hear the beginning
concept of Linguistic--the child's
mastery of his own language. The
next meeting of the Linguistics
Club will be held on Tuesday, October 20 and is open to all scholars, future teac hers, and parents.
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ANOTHE
SUPE

AT TH E

JEAN
SCENE
Thurs., Fri. , & Sat . & Oct. 15 - 16 - 17

BUY ONE PAIR GET SECOND
Just Arrived
All New Fall Selections
Including
Corduroys

I

--~~~=~~,

1
-

2

3304 W. FOSTER
S MINUTES FROM
NISC '

ON ALL
-~~

I

HOME OF MALE - LANDLUBBER - LEVI - LEE
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-off-campus .events
oct.16-18 _ _ __

community

TRIAL (total repeal of illinois abortion

laws) are sponsoring a conference at the u
of i circle campus. friday at 8 p.m. nancy
sterns a n.y. lawyer will speak. workshops
this sat. and sun . workshops starting at JO
a .m.
theatre

chicago reperatory theatre, 315 w. north, ·
presents "no exit" by jean paul sartre. fri.
8:30, sat. 8:30 and 10:30. tickets $2.00. &
$3.00. for reservations call 778-4240.
second city, 1616 n. wells, presents "cooler near the lake" tues. thru thurs. at 9 p.m .
fri. and sat. at 8:30 and 11. sun . at 9.
tickets are $2.95 and $3.95. for reservations call 337-3392.
organic theatre, 2259 n. lincoln, presents
"the tarat cards" wed. -fri. at 8:30. sat. at
10:30. $1.50 student rate, $2.50 regular,
$3.00 sat. for reservations call 525-9893.
goodman theatre, 200 s. columbus, opening oct. 15 with "the three penny opera"
by bertold brecht and kurt weil. tues.,
wed., thurs. and sun. at 7:30 (tickets
$3.90-4.40) fri. and sat. at 8:30. thurs . at
2 p.m. (tickets $3 .25 .to $3 .75). for reser·vations call ce. 6-7080.
··

music

grand funk railroad at the syndrome, in the
chicago coliseum, 15th & wabas·h. tickets .
are $5.00. call 644-8985 for tickets. ·· ·

oct. 16

oct. 18

- - - - - - - - the jackson 5 at the amphitheatre. performances at 3 and 7:30. tickets
are$6.50-3.50. available at tickettron
outlets.
alices revisited, 950 w. wrightwood is
open mon. thru fri. 4 p.m. to I a .m. friday
7 p.m. to 2 a.m., sunday 2 to midnight.
blues bands . for information I call
528-4250.
,

flicks

oct. 17

univ. of chicago , cobb hall. two showings
at 7:00 and 9: 15 "julie of the spirits" by
fellini.

oct. 15

- - - - - - - - biograph t heatre, 2433 n. lincoln, shows
oldies but goodies. "king of hearts" and
"thousand clowns" call di. 8-41213 for exact time.

oct. 18
oct. 23

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ chicago peace council benefit at three penny cinema, 2424 n. lincoln. charlie chaplin
in "the great dictator" call 922-6578 for
details and tickets.
·
courtesy chicago seed

TONG'S TEA GARDEN.
3411

w.·BRYN MAWR

KE 9-9650

GRAND OPENING OF OUR NEW DIN,ING ROOM
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Summer and Smoke
to play here
by Marnie Fournier

Auditions for Tennessee William's "Summer and Smoke" were
held by the NI SC Stageplayers in
the autlitorium Thursday afternoon, October I . Stageplayers was
casting for 14 roles.
"Summer and Smoke" will be
presented in the Little Theater
November 13, 14, 18, 19, 20 _and
21.
Gary Porto and David Unumb
were very much in evidence during
the auditions. Porto, stagemanager, made the introductions while
Unumb, director, oversaw the
tryouts.
When asked what he thought of
the play and if it was too complex
for college antors, Bob Gorg, publicity chairman, answered, "I love
it. It's my favorite kind of play . It's
a realistic drama. "Summer and
Smoke" isn't loo advanced for college people. The play is so well
written the author can easily get
his message across using college
actors."
The male lead in "Summer and
Smoke," John Buchanon, was
characterized by Andy Norman, a
publicity man. "John Buchanon is
materialistic. He is the Romeo
type, suave, cool, independent
with a superiority complex . Alma
Winemiller, the female lead is the
oppposite of John. The daughter of
a minister, who is spiritually motivated as opposed to materialistically. She loves John bue denies
herself the fulfillment of this love
because of her religious leanings."
Trying out for the part of Alma
were Anne Curran, Rosalyn Taylor, Gurenetta O'Connor, Cathy
Cutinelli and Thelma Bobrowiez
who is remembered for her dancing in the "Peace" ballet.
Vieing for the male lead were
Bruce Urso, Bob Eichenfeld,
Thom Brandolino, Richard Sack,
Wendell Burkey and Chris Banakis who broke up the auditions
with ad libs .
Randy Baker, new Stageplayers
president, said, "Stageplayers is
always looking for new people,
anyone interested in the theater."
A .tender and haunting drama
from the pen of America's foremost dramatist has been chosen by
the Stageplayers for its next attraction. This is Tennessee Williams'
"Summer and Smoke."
Though this drama is complete
itself, it might be said to form the
third item in a notable trilogy by
Tennessee Williams, of which his
previous successes, the Pulitzer
Prize-Winning "A Streetcar
Named Desire" and "The Glass

Menagerie" are its other components. Although the heroines of
the three plays are different, they
are alike in being in each case a ·
woman struggling to overcome a
desperate predicament.
Alma Winemiller, in "Summer
and Smoke," like Blanche du Bois
in "A Streetcar Named Desire," is
a Southern spinster, younger than
Blanche, but no less frustrated .
Alma is also as painfully lonely as
the pathetic Laura who collected
glass animals in "The Glass Menagerie."
But Alma's circumstances, and
her story, in "Summer and
Smoke," are quite different. She is
the vocal-teaching daughter of an
Episcopal minister and a half-demented mother, living in a small
Mississippi town. From childhood
she has lo_ved the boy named John ·
who lives next door and taunts her
cruelly. She has grown up into a
painfully self-conscious young
woman, excessively proper, prematurely spinsterish.
When John returns from medical school to assist his father in his
practice, Alma makes a bid for his
affections that is doomed from the .
outset to failure. He jibes at her affections of speech and prissy ways,
her habit of referring to the Fourth
of July "pyrotechnical display"
when she means fireworks. Hurt,
she tries to argue him out of his
wild-oats profligacy, and assumes a
sterner primness than ever before
when he idly suggests she discover
with him that love is not all spiritual.
The plays shows how through a
brooding summer and winter in the
little Mississippi town Alma muddles through awkward coquetry
and needless bloodshed in one particular melodramatic incident,
seeking to avoid the lonely bleakness that looms before her. Her
tragedy is complete when, as a result of the melodramatic incident,
John gives up his wild-oats, settles
down to adult responsibilities, and
becomes engaged to a wholesome
girl who had once beeq a vocal-pupil of Alma's.
According to one New York
dramatic critic, writing of "Summer and Smoke" upon its Broadway opening, Tennessee -Williams
has never been more successful in
creating a mood than in this play.
He has cast over his story of a pathetic young woman's bid for happiness, according to this critic, so
rich an atmosphere of life in a small
Southern town that audiences feel
as if they had been living in Tennessee Williams' Glorious Hill,
Miss ., by the end of the evening.

AIR CONDITIONED
AMERICAN AND

&:0!1i;1
LUNCH AND DINNER
HOU RS: 11 AM. to 1O:QO PM.
Now serving student lunches all day

ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

for ·t he girl with an eye on fashion, quality and cost.

2218 NORTH GENEVA TERRACE (just off Lincoln)
SAVE FROM 33% TO 50%
The unusual women's shop with unusual savings on famous
maker sample sportswear & dresses.
NEW HOURS
MON

WED
THURS

FRI.

1.1 :30-9:30
11 :30-5 :30
11 :30- 9 :30
11 :30.- 9 :30

TUES . CLOSED
SAT. 10:30-5 :30
SUN. 10:30-5 :30
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The Bird with the Crystal
Plumage
by James Martin

Those of you who enjoy a good murder mystery now and then might
like to catch "The Bird with the Crystal Plumage," now playing at the
Mc Vickers Theatre. This Italian-German film (partially dubbed), is of a
genre which is extremely popular in both Italy and in Germany, and is
very salient on screens in both countries.
More often than not, these films are atrociously made with a maximum
amount of sensationalism. What makes this film a cut above most is the
fact that it is well-made, with a minimum of sexual sensationalism involved.
Suzy ("Penthouse") Kendall and Tony Musante (both English-speaking) star in this psycho-drama of a maniacal killer loose in the streets and
homes of Rome. Sam Delmas (Musante) , is an American writer who
accidently becomes a witness to a murder attempt and eventually a target
and participant (along with Kendall) in the entangled plot. What happens
from the time of initiation to the end of the film is the usua_!;J.ayman gets
involved, plays detective, and solves crime" scene; however, good
scriptwriting, good photographic effects, capable acting, and a minimum
of incongruities make this old theme work; occasionally even becoming.
"scintillating."
A good opening, in particular, sets the film up well, and numeroµs
flashbacks are put to excellent_use throughout the film never conflicting
with the forward motion in general.
"Tbe Bird with the Crystal Plumage" does in fact refer to a member of
the winged species, not of the human, but I shan't reveal what part it plays
in the mystery- that might take some of the fun out of a film you just might
find enjoyable.

22ND CENTURY PRESENTS

&RAND FUNK
RAILROAD

HUMBLE PIE
BRETHREN CHASE
M. C. -WGLD 's Tim Shaffer
FRIDAY , OCTOB ER 16-8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

LEON RUSSELL
TURLEY RICHARDS

M.C.- WCFL's Gary Gears
SATURDAY, OCTO BER 24- 8: 30 PM
AUD I TOR IU M TH EATR E

TRAFFIC

SIEGEL-SCHWALL
MOTT THE HOOPLE
CONQUEROR WORM M.C. -WGLD's John Ryan
FRIDAY , NOVEMBER 6- 8 :•00 PM.c
SYNDROME

SMALL FACES
ROD STEWART

featuring

ELVIN BISHOP
SOUP
HAYSTACKS BALBOA
M. C.- WGLD ' s Scorpio
FRI DAY NOVEM BER 13- 8 : 00 PM
SYNDRO ME

An EYenlnu With
DICK BIONDI

featurin g live record i ng
stars in person , incl udi ng

CHUCK BERRY
BO·DIDDLY
GARY U.S. BONDS
JOHN LEE HOOl(ER
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 13- 8 : 30 PM
AUDITORIUM

JOHN SEBASTIAN
PODIPTO

M.C. -WCFL ' s Robert E. Lee
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 14- 8 :30 PM
AUDITORIUM

I'd like to say a few words about another film which recently opened
first-run in numerous neighborhood theatres around the area. I'd like to
say a few words because that's probably the only way you're going to hear
about it. "Loving," starring George Segal and Eva Marie Saint, is a good
film , largely unheralded, which deals with the "suburban existance, "
what it can do to creativity, and how it distorts the ability to love. "Loving" paints a subtle but wellcrafted picture of a trapped man, as Segal, an
artist-turned illustrator, cops out for family and finances - though his
conscience tells him better.
Segal is an underrated actor who turns in a convincing bit as the reluctant famil y man caught 1n the system, and Eva Marie Saint is beautiful and
moving in her role as his wife - at once enslaver to him, and victim herself,
though equally as reluctant as he in her own way. Both have been trapped
by the system, in fact, and in scenes all too realistic, and with exceptional
dialogue, we are remi nded that their predicament is much too real , and all
too uncomfortable.
·
I suspect you will hear little of " Loving," mostly ,because it. is a simple
story, realistic, but unsensational. Nonetheless, if you feel like comisserating with two people, on screen, some evening, pick up on this fine
film - but don't expect to leave with a warm feeling.

TEN YEARS AFTER
QUARTER MASS
SKID ROW MYLAN

M.C.-WGLD ' s Gwen Johnson
FRIOAY, NOVEM BER 2~8 :00 PM
SYNDROME

FRANK ZAPPA & THE
-MOTHERS OF 'INVENTJON
M.C. -WCFL's Paul Chri sty
SATU RDAY, NOVEMBER 21- 8:30 PM
AUDITORIUM

SMOKEY ROBINSON
& THE MIRACLES

M.C.-WCFL' s Larry O' Brien
SUN DAY, NOVEM BER 22- 7 :30 PM
AUDITORIUM

CHICABO

SEALS & CROFTS
M.C.- WCFL ' s Ron Brita i n & Gary Gears
THURSDAY, NOVEMBER 26
7:00 & 10: 30 PM- AUDITORIUM

.,.J

Prices
- Repa iring -

All attra ctions at the Auditorium Theatre
are $6 .50, $5. 50, $4.50, $3 . 50 . Tickets are
now available at the Aud i torium Theatre Box
Office , all Chicagoland Montgomery Ward
stores , Flip Si de Records at 3314 W. Foster,
Chi cago and 732 Elm Street , Winnetka , and
al l other T1 cketron outlets.
The Syndrome is located in the Ch icago
Coliseum at 15th & Wabash . Tickets are
$5 .00 general admission and avai l able at
your · neighborhood Ticket Dealer.
Ticket Dealer Locations are : Chicair;o: Flip
Side Records, 3314 W. Fost er; Grammaphone,
2663 N. Clark; Mi dwest Ster eo, 1445 W.
Morse; One Octave Lower, 1525 N. Wells ;
One Octave Lower, 175 W. Washingto n; Music
and Books, Ford City Shopping Ce nter; Winnetka: Fl ip Si de Records, 732 Elm; Lombard:
Yorktown Re cords, 144 Yorktown; Evanston :
g~ive~cb";:
L~:3e~ . 0
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Although not a frequent patronizer of Top 40 Radio, following a n
argument with anex-friend last week, I decided to fix my dial somewhe re
in the general area between 890 and (Big) 10 AM. Accu sed of be ing
projudiced against co_mmercial music , I was honestly surprised to see the
chan11:ing face of above-ground radio. The hard sell approach of the
stereotyped DJs is still omni-present, but many of the remaining comparisons to AM radio a s it was a few years back, are dwindling.
_
Not long ago, we had two distinct listening audiences - AM Top 40
and FM Underground, and rarely did the pair cross lines. Sure, some big
groups like The Stones, Beatles and Cream were able to filter through
and therefore become accepted by both sides. But for the most part,
groups were one a nd not the other. At this time, Underground radio was
still in its infancy and experiencing many financial problems, while AM
contin ued to dominate the market. All of a sudden, certain groups from
the FM began to appear on the sales charts without ever having the
benefit of a hit single. The sales were due to word-of-mouth advertising,
hence the term "U nderground Hit" . As the audience began to demand
more of music, more people switched from AM to FM , and Underground music became P rogressive music - and a new discovered gold
mine in the record world. Commercial bands were willing to go to a ny
extreme in changing their style just to be admitted into FM playlists.
Then, most Progressive stations began to broadcast round the clock and
for the first time album gro'ups became big money. ~uddenly AM radio
was faced with a big problem since every new FM listener meant the loss
of one more AM listener. Either Top 40 had to change their style and
-hope to win back the audience with more prog~essiye sound s, or they
· could remain the 1same and pray that the losses would not be too severe .
The first station that decided to take the plunge was WCFL when they
presented Ron Britain's "Subterranian Circus. " For three hours each
Sunday night, Britain broadcasted this special program with an FM
progressive format. That meant longer songs, usually Ip cuts; less
advertising (the new ad s did appeal to the hip); related news stories of
interest to the new subculture ; and, of course, progressive music. The
show became an instant success and paved the way for the new ,
improved AM broadcasting. Today, most Top 40 shows have taken a
more moderate approach, sort of a mid-way stand between the two. T ake
a look at the most recent top 40 survey. Granted , there's the usual
garbage by arti sts like Bo bby Sherman, R . Dean Taylor, Rare Earth,
T o mmy Roe. , but a close look reveals a large number of songs a nd arti sts
that were previewed first on FM progressive. For instance, "War" by
Edwin Starr, Grand Funks' "Closer to Home" , " It Don't Matter to M e"
by Bread , "It's All Right Now" by Free , and "Fire and Rain" by James
Taylor are just some of the progressive hits that AM play lists have just
recently picked up on. Most of these hits are album cuts first, then
singles later. Some of these may be cut down for AM airplay , but for the
most part, they are getting away from the "2 Minute hit". ("It's All Right
N_ow" is a big hit at over 4 minutes). As a result, we're not only hearing
better music, but more of it.
·
An interesting point I'd like to make is that for yea rs Top 40 was a
joke, not because of the audience, but because AM DJ s decided what the
kids should hear. If the average AM listener only hears slop, chances are
he'll begin to accept it because of lack of anything else. Now that
Progressive FM's success has widened the listeners scope of music, AM
has been forced to alter their playlist to include both form s. It's a shame
they didn't do it earlier since it's evident that the audience has always
had the capacity to accept it. The way things are going now, we may soon
see the day when we can turn on the AM and hear our favorite DJ· say,
"And now the latest hit from Captain Beefheart and his Magic Bancl .... "

A rago n ends rock shows
The Aragon Ballroom, once the
center for weekend rock shows, is
ceasing all further rock concerts
there due to a serious drug problem. The Aragon , once the site of
the now deceased Cheetah, has
been suffering from lack of profit
and legal problems dealing with
narcotics arrests. A few weeks ago
Frank Fried , owner of the Aragon,
was arrested on charges of keeping
a di sorderly hou se .

saying " the place was showing
signs of developing into a place fo r
dope and ma rijuana similar to the
o/d Kinetic Playground ." Cmdr.
Connoly went on to say that the
situation at the Aragon had been
developing for some time, with a
number of na rcotics arrests made
there over the past year.
_
With the passing of the Aragon,
and the suspension of any furth er
Chicago Park Di strict Rock Concerts, the only cha nces to hear
20th district Po lice Commande r roc k a t reasona ble prices seems to
James J . Connoly was qu~ted as be Alice's Restaurant.

Raoul's Pub
6350 N. Lincoln
Lincoln and Devon
Open 4 p .m . ti/ 4 a.m.
Cocktail Hours 4 ti/ 7 p.m .
2 fo r th e price of 1
Ladies Night - Every Tues.
5c Beer - 25c Mix Drinks
•
Su nday - 6 p .m . - 8 p .m. - 1 d o llar
All th e beer you can d rink
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Special education mobile
unit to visit here
Through the efforts of Dr,. Lil' lian Vittenson, Department of
Special Education, a special edu, cation mobile unit, first of its kind
in Illinois, will be at Northeastern
Illinois State College from October 19th through October 23rd. It
has been placed in operation
through the State Office of Public
Instruction, and . will be used primarily to provide pre-service and
in-service teacher training and information to special education students and personnel. It will, however, be made available to all other
ihterested faculty and students .
This unit visited our campus in
June 1969, and the reports were
that it had the largest number of
persons utilizing its facilities to
date than had been achieved by its
visits to the other college campuses in lllinois.
To improve the quality of education for the handicapped child, i.e.,
children with learning disabilities,
. the EMH child, the TMH child,
and other handicapped children,
many teachers new to the field will
have to receive additional training.

Foreign Language
Department announces

Interpreters
Theatre

need not reserve time . Any further
information regarding the unit may
be obtained by contacting Dr. Vittenson at extension 322.

. The members of Interpreters
Theatre are spreading their talents
to include the various high schools
in the city. Othello and selections
The unit is staffed by professionals from Thurber and Fifer will be perknowledgeable in the field of spe- formed as a free community sercial education and instructional vice in the high schools. Performed
materials . The specially construct- in Readers Theatre form with cosed unit, ten feet wide and fifty-four tumes and props, the students will
feet long, contains audivisual donate their time and talents. The
equipment, new and traditional in- Othello cast includes· Thelma
structional materials, and informa- Bobrowicz, Marge Kajari, Karen
tion resources which are available Popper, Rich Oas and Ed Szydlik.
for loan to all residents of the State Also under the direction of Mrs.
with particular emphasis on spe- Kathi Saferstein, the cast of Thurcial education personnel.
ber and Fifer includes Jay Dabbs,
The mobile unit is a pari of the Arlene J arzab, Debbie Powers,
services provided by the Instruc- Carolyn Nielsen, and Rosie Rees.
tional Materials Center for Handi- The success of this endeavor decapped Children and Youth. New- pends on the high school students
in concept, the Cent~r provides reaction, but with the dedication
in-service special education train- and cooperation of these NISC stu. ing at its Springfield office as well dents, there is no doubt of the outas through its regional centers . come. If you are interested in this
The mobile unit will carry such project or know of a school that
services to the outlying areas in would be interested contact Marge
the State.• Thi$ is an innovative Kajari or Donna Hough in room
approach to the goal of providing E-20 . Interpreters Theatre sponquality education for all children in sored a trip to Cuttstown, Pennsylvania to participate in an InterIllinois.
The unit will be located in the preters festival. Along with eight
Anyone who is interested in
education, and especially the edu- west parking lot immediately be- pther colleges, including Penn
cation of the handicapped child, is hind the boiler house and will be State and the University of Maryurged to visit the unit during its open on the following days and land, our students read and exchanged their scripts with the other
stay at Northeastern. If professors hours:
colleges. The script was co-ordiOctober 19th: 1 PM - 8 PM
wish entire classes to attend,
nated by Mrs. Charlotte Waisman
October 20th: 10 AM - 8 PM
please phone Mrs. Jacobs, secrefrom
the poems and prose of DanOctober 21st: 10 AM - 8 PM
tary in the Special Education ofiel Berigen. The four NISC stuOctober 22nd: 10 AM - 8 PM
fice, extension 448 to reserve time
dents were Gayle Wapole, Bob
October 23rd: 8 AM - 12 noon
_for these large groups. Individuals
Lynch, Anne Curan and Rich Oas.
On October 29 and 30th these students will share their experience
with us at Cuttstown, in the Little
Theatre at 8:00.

election results
The Foreign Language Department would like to announce the
. results of the elections for student representation on departmental
committees.
SCHOLARSHIP COMMITTEE
Spanish: Tim Short
Alternates:
French: Judy Mathis
Miguel Rios
Mary Salatino
CURRICULUM AND RE-EVALUATION COMMITTEE
Spanish: Clare Billingham
Alternates:
French: Teresa Frank
Tim Short
German: Ingrid Hintz
Fougeres Ferrier
Russian: Alan Axelrod
Lee Mishkin
Anna Muryzuk
PUERTO RICO - GUADALAJARA COMMITTEE
Cery!Gibbs
Florence Grenzynski
ORIENTATION COMMITTEE
Spanish : Elaine Goltz
Alternates:
French: Teresa Frank
Marta Jorge
German: Lee Mishkin
Linda Sternard
Russian: Alan A .
Russian: Alan Axelrod
PUBLICITY COMMITTEE
Spanish: Blanca Soriano
Alternate:
French: Fougeres Ferrier
Cheryl Gibbs
Russian: A Ian Axelrod
PUBLIC RELATIONS COMMITTEE
Spanish: Ray Luperini
Alternate:
French: Fougeres Ferrier
Marta Jorge
Russian: Alan Axelrod
Alternate:
Helene Mirus
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES COMMITTEE
Spanish: Tim Short
Alternate:
French: Fougeres Ferrier
Helene Mirus
German: Ingrid Hintz
Russian: Frank Conrad
Luba Pradun
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to 11:45

GREEN -STAMPS

by Mary Jane Szramkowski

Cafeteria menu for the
week of October 19, 1970
Monday-

Tuesday -

Meat Balls and Curry Sauce
Roast Beef
Pork Sausage and Whipped Potatoes
Beef Stew
Breaded Pork Chops
French Toast

Wednesday - Beef Croquette
Fried Chicken
Asparagus on Toast
T,h ursday -

Hot Pork Sandwich
Salisbury Steak, Onion Ring
Thuringer and Red Cabbage

Friday -

Breaded Fillet
BBQ on Bun
Baked Fillet of Sole
Baked Macaroni
Eggplant Supreme

Has anyone out there ever heard
of 11 :45?
I confronted some people at
Northeastern and asked them.
"What do you think of North. eastern's 1 I :45 t.v. program?"
"I only watched it once," said
the very first person tasked, "and I
didn't think it was too good . I
didn't know the kids on it, so it
didn't interest me ."
Terrific for a starter!
Another reply was, "I haven't
heard it yet, but I'm looking forward to seeing it because Ken
Davis is behind it."
Someone else said,"! saw about
30 seconds .o f it today. I heard music and it was kinda nice. I saw signs
and I should've watched it. It
sounded good."
Other comments ranged from
"it was pretty good," or "I saw a
few seconds of it," to " I couldn't
hear it," "I saw the beginning a nd
never stayed to watch it," or "it
made no sense. "
Some said they were unable to
watch it because they were in class
at I I :45 or else they had to hurry
off to another class a nd had no time
to stop and listen.
Many said they " haven't seen it
yet," but there was one last remark
by a few who probably don't read
signs or newspapers in school, and
that is, "I haven't heard of it!" ·

WJth ANY. GAS .Purchase .
,ANY DAY of- the Week
I

1

ALVAN'S STANDARD SERVICE
4000 W

PEHRSON (PETERSON & PULASKI)

I
1
I

FACTORY .AUTHORIZED
SAlES & SERVICE
MARK IV
FRI GI.KING
$AME DAY SERVICE
&, INSTAL~TIONS
SIRVI.C E .ofliil AL.L MAKES
& MODELS & ALL .
FACTORY INSTALLED UNI-rs
• TUNl'~UPS
.
• TRANSMISSIONS
• aRAKIJS ,RELINED
•1t-ADIATORS

• WHEEl ALIGNMENT
• EXHAUST .SYTEMS
• HANDWASH
·• l'iRES - BATit:RIES

· AUTO AIR CONDITIONING
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Page Out of the Past ·

Let's Get The
Pigs Off Campus

.--,...
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classifieds
llove Larry (hubba, hubba) Welk.
Stretch Berries. - congratulations from Ma
& the crew of Cranberries .
Happy Columbus Day.

Dave Green ain't so bad ... he only stinks a
little

You know this free classified stuff is all
right.

Liz and Agnew how about Liz and Agold.

$100 reqard for the return of my nose!
Collegiate Assessor Kovalyov

Barb says:

Thin may be in - but Fat's where it's at.

APARTMENT TO SHARE
FEMALE STUDENT OR TEACHER WANTED

no-no

TO SHARE LOVELY APT. WITH WIDOW.
LOCATION KEDZIE AVE., AND DEVON.
OWN ROOM & KITCHEN PRIVILEGES. BR .
4 -8993

FOR SALE : 1964 . (slightly used) white
(body) Chrysler. Engine needs work. A
good deal if you know about cars . Call
Bob 889-4843

Crans in Korea - We just love ya - 3 days
man - Tom, Al, & Bruce -

Paula Schwartz please call David immediately urgent.

To rent : 2 furnished rooms in a private
home, vie of Addison and Ashland. Female students. $70 and $50 per month .
Call 472-8755 6-8 p._m .

The Devil has come to Northeastern .
FOR SALE: 1960 Ford, 2 dr.-cloth top - 6

.cylinder - automatic trans. - power steering - radio needs minor repairs. $150.00
call Earl - 777-1851 before 10 p.m.

#71 & 72 Welc omes all folk to Cranberry-ville

Happy Birthday Bruce.

Blanca - come home Ma and the Kids
need you . Rapito

Midi's ore not welcome in room Al 15!
Love
44-211 -01-02-03

Why won't PRINT acce pt Robi nson Ur-

bane's Poetry or Prose?

Weddi ng Gown for sale size 11-12. Cream
satin & lace full satin train orig. price
$400.00, $100.00 or best offer. 675-7305.

If PRINT seeks to add Robinson Urbane to
their staff call 777-1559 After 10 p .m .

What the PRINT office needs is an electric
typewriter .. If they don't get it soon they
may not have a ,fingered staff left. They
may not have a staff a t all.

Robinson Urbane desires to be poet Laureate for N.I.S.C. try me and see :
Robby

Confucious also say " Mon who wash face

For Sale : Harmony-semi-hollow electric
guitar. Interested contact the PRINT E214.
Ask for Janey.

in morning - neck at night."

Dr. S.S.W .,
Oh God, It's a midi!

What ever happened to the Fabulous Four
and one-half from Downey
Yo -Yo

Love

44-366-31
To the Group - your name is finally in
PRINT, literally.

Glen, you really should quit smoking. It's
kili ing your lungs and deflating your pocket book. Thanks for the pizza anyway.

... and on our extreme left...

1. CAUTION : Smolka may be hazardous to your health
2.One word is worth a thousand Pitch ers

Peggy H.
This is to publicly announce a friendly, jolly
"hello" to Miss Kathy Flynn from Lynn and
Mary Jane!
Liz Gstalter - Why
The Front Row will play at the Loyola
coffee house - - - Friday , Oct. 30.
There's shows at 9, 10, 11 p .m. Admission
is free . 1132 W. Loyola.

l.M.R. eats smoked fish with her hands.
Bruce: There is a reflection on your glasses
Duncan

Dr. Nissim-Sabat: Don't knock playing
one's· role. Just think of all that Shakespeare which John Gielgud learned by
playing his role!

St. Jude - Thanks for favors received .

Our dietician is the Galloping Gourmayhem .

Vin,

Charli, Micki, Cathy, Mary Jane, Bob &

Thanks for everything . We still have an

other Math students are forever blowing

For Sale - Si amese Kit. pure bred 8 weeks
old call Beverly after 6 :00. 227-2674

Glen Jurmann is a che apskate
~

appointment.
Mike

bubbles!
Many thanks to anybody wlio showed up
for " Bicycle Day" on Oct. 3. Next year
we'll fill the entire Civic Center!
For Sale: Vox Essex bass amp. $150.00.
Utah speaker cabinet $50.00. New Ranger
AM - FM car rad ion $30.00. 775-2240.
Joe .

Gay,

You' re the greatest!
M.M.
1968 VW Bus Just rebuilt eng. ca mping
extras $1600.
787-6875 ask for Phil.
Thanks for a nice week-end Stosh.
Mertie

Jo Ann R. If you want we can go skinny

dipping in the Civic Center fo.untains th is
Sat. nite. ·
Hans S.

Freshman Orie ntation

is

a

commun ist

plot!!

When do we get our lamp back?????
Do you know what happens to lamp stee -

lers?????
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!

Coininittee calls for 90%

Join
Griff Pitts
for coffee
this morning

l 0:00

Happy 18th birthday, Lynn Stebbins! (Oct.
17th) Don't forget to report to your local
draft board!
Your cousin
Mary Jane

8ob Gruss is really Flash Gordon in Dis-

guise!

increase in PhDs

12:00; E-218

Now TWO Locations - - NORTH & OLD TOWN

GIANT HAMBURGERS
64 Oz. Pifche, of Bee, 11 .75
LIGHT OR DARK

Committee Z, a special committee appointed by the Illinois
Board of Education to study graduate and professional education in
the arts and humanities recommended a 90% increase in the
number of doctoral degree s
awarded in the arts and humanities
by 1980. The recommendation
was made in a special report made
last week in the Sherman House
hotel. The report is expected to
provide the basis for discussion of
the board's master plan for gradu-

ate and professional education.
However, the committee also
stated that "the increase in doctoral degrees must be accomplis hed
without diminishing the standards
of quality which characterize the
universities of Illinois ."
The report also recommended
that a teaching-oriented doctor of
arts degree be encouraged as an
' ' a I t e r n a t i v e t o t h e research-oriented" doctor of philosophy degree.
Lawrence W . Towner, director

of Chicago's Newberry Library
and a member of the committee,
told the board that the seeming
oversupply of PhDs now is actually an underu se of degree holders because of the present swing of
the business cycle .
Towner said the committee recommendations were based on the
expectation that enrollments will
continue to expand in colleges and
universities, the major employers
of graduate degree holders in the
arts and humanities .

Marxism in
Latin America;

Casual and Co:y

ROARING.FIREPLACE
BARBECUE RIBS

Allende's Chile

To eat here or take out

Bratwurst & other "great'.'
Charcoal Broiled Items
PITCHERS OF BEER
COMPLIMENTARY PEANUTS

& Castro's Cuba

Modest Prices
COCKTAILS & HOT DRINKS

Open from lunch till 2 A.M.
7 days a week

A129-A131

AMPLE FREE PARKING

~ N, Well,

664-2393

Oct..15

.,I

·15 Oct., 1970

NISC CALENDAR OF
E-V ENTS
· thursday, 15, october
coffee and conversation hour. e-220. 10-12. open to discussion
of interests of those in attendance.
tke free film series, auditorium. 3:00 p.m.

saturday, 17, octobe r
football club will oppose loras college at dubuque, iowa .
corn cellar coffeehouse will present tom james and inez ville/a
beginning at 8:00 p .m.

tu esday, 20, october
the free film series wi!J sponsor THE PAWNBROKER starring rod
steiger and gera/dine fitzgerald. 7:30 auditorium.

wed nesday, 21, october
bugg house square will have a discussion on the commuter
center. 3-5 in the north dining. those interested should come.
off campus activities
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NOD THE As TERI~ p u B LI CAT I ON s I s . THE ;; 0 I CE OF THE
PEOPLE~!! THUS TS YOUR CHANCE TO SPEAK!!!
IF YOUR TIRED OF BEING RIPPED OFF BY JERRY
MW BILL AND THE SECOND FLOOR JIVF CATS,
YOU BETTER LET THEM . KNO' ...f HOW YOU FEEL. GET I T TOGETHER,MAN. JUST PRING UP THIS PEACE OF
PAPER TO Tiff PIG PRINT OFFICE TODAY AND LET
THEM KNOW THAT YOU CAN'T TAKE THIS ESTABLISHMEtJT RIP-OFF ON OUR BEAUTIFUL CUL TU IR ANY MORE. POWER TO THE POEPLE! FREE ALL KAPITALIST
PRISONERS NOW! ELROD FOR SHERIF!

ANiWER THESE QUESTIONS!
CAN YOU DIG IT1
YES _ _ _ _
NO _ _ __
friday, ocfober 16
HAVE YOU EVER HERD OF US? YEA _ _ _ WHAT?___
grand funk railroad will be appearing at the syndrome. 8:00 p.m.
ARE ,/E SERVING THE POEPLE?
RIG!iT ON _ _ _ NO _ _.,._..._-_--::
also appearing will be humble pie, brethren, and chase.
CAN YOU DIG OUR HEVY GRAFICS?
FAR OUT - - - - saturday, 24, october
HAVE YOU EVER SMOKED NORTHEASTERN PUB?
UPPER
Jeon russell will be at the auditorium. 8:30.
DOWNER
quarter to twelve show, every day - on monitors in halls at 11 :45
DO YOU LOOK FORWARD TO EVERY ISSUE?
NEAT-O! _ _ _ OF WHAT?
.,...........,.. .._.,..._...,._...,.~..... ...,.. ....,.,..._...,.~•
DO YOU THINK WE CAN IMPROOVE OUR PAPER? YES _ __
CHOOSE ONE:
;Al;.I;. POWER TO THE
'
A. PIGS _ _ _ B. ITALIENS
'
C. REVOLUTION _ _ _ D. OTHER _ __
1

t
t
t
t

t
t
•
'

Alice's Restaurant
The notorious Chicago Alice's Restaurant is reopening at 950 W. Wrightwood. Food, poetry, music, theatre,
political bull and generally good times are to be found
there. Check your local rag for things happening. We
need people and ideas for community projects. If interested stop by or call 528-4250.

Notice

All Power to the Counter Culture
Alice's is open every day except Monday.

JIMI HENDRIX

18" X 30"

POSTER $2.50

Student'drivers who have not
yet purchased their parking stickers are requested to do so
immediately; and all student
drivers are urged to use the college parking lots whenever possible . It is hoped that all members of our college community
will be under standing of our
neighbors' parking ·· problems
and will refrain from parking on
the residential side streets .
A new parking area is under
construction and will soon be
ready, thus lessening still further the need for street parking.
William L. Howenstine

Tues. Speakers and poetry alternate Tues.
Wed . Live theatre
Thurs. Jam nights
Fri and Sat nights well known bands with movies
Sat. aft. free kids show 2:00 p.m .

Oct.16and 17

John Little John with Jimmy
Rogers
Oct. 23
Corky Siegel - Happy Year Band
with Jim Schwall
Oct. 24
Wilderness Road
Oct. 30 and 31 Howlin' Wolf and Blind Jim Brewer

,~,gwgwgwgwgN.owg~o~o~gKo~owgwo~Owo~g~o~o~owo~oJlloKo~
1 M K M M M ()~ MOMO~ MC.MOM MOMQ~O~ MOM~M(,MO~OMQMO~
PICASSO - B LUE NUDE
10" X 14" M I NI FRAMED
FLUSH MOUNTED - $4.75

CHOOSE FROM CHICAGO'S LARGEST
SELECTION OF CONTEMPORARY PRINTS OF
FAMOUS.,, PAINTINGS, POSTERS, GRAPHIC
ART, AND MINI-ART. AT THE LOWEST
PRICES.
CA L L OR S T OP I N
FOR O UR NEW.
COL O R FUL , EXC ITIN G
FR E E CAT ALOG -

-

-

-

TO DA Y!!

NO R T H-2709 W . DE VON
937-0 56 5
SOUTH- 5300 S. LA K E PARK
H YD E PARK BAN K BLDG.
324 - 1223

NISC Football Club

Remaining Fall Schedul~:
Away - Loras College Oct. 17
Dubuque, Iowa
Away - St. Louis University Oct. 24
St. Louis, Mo.
,
Homecoming ..; Marquette University Nov. 7
Mil. Wis.

.
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I ntramural football
at N.I.s.-c.
By Brian Kilmnick

Basketball team returns
With the sounds of " Sweet
Georgia Brown" wafting lazily
from the floor of the contest gym,
the Northeastern Golden Eagles
Basketball team, under he supervi sion of new coach " Spin" Salario
is continuing workouts to prepare
for the upcoming basketball season, With their first scheduled
_ game against the Northeastern
Alumni o n Nov , 18 rapidly approaching, they are looking forward to a complete turnabout on
last year's dis ma l record ,
With-nine playe rs returning from
last year's squad they fi gure to
have- the experie nce to show a
much imp roved reco rd , Led by returni ng sophomore center, 6 '4"
J im Will iams, they seem to have
good strength under the board s.
Williams had a 10 point scoring
average last year, and figures to do
better this year, having had the
experience playing the new position,
Senior forward C hico Czeka lski, last year' s leadi ng score r
with a 14 points per game average

is also returning, Senior Tom Cotichio is a lso assured of a starting
position at guard , He had a 1O
point per game average , Other
players vying for _starting positions
are forward Keith Brown, Norm
Thomas and D ennis D oyle, a
transferee from Triton Junior Colleize.
Coach Salario, in his fi rst year
here after coming from Chicago
State, is very high on this year's
team in comparison to some of the
teams he coached at Chicago
State .
He plans to use a wide open
type of defense, having the man
shoot whenever he is open and
e mploying the fast break wheneve r
possible. As he puts it, the offense
will be anything but safety first,
T he schedule for the varsity cagers is as fo llows:
Date
Team ,
Place
N ov . 18
A lumni
Home
N ov. 20
G eorge
Away
Will iams T ourn.
Nov . 2 1
George
Awa y
Willia ms T ou rn .

Dec , I
Dec. 5
D ec . 12
Dec. 16
Dec. 28
D ec. 29
Jan 7.
Jan , 9
Jan. 12
Jan . 15
Jan . 22
Jan ,2 3
Jan . 27
Jan, 30
Feb. 2
Feb. 5
Feb. 6
Feb. 10
Feb. 13
Feb. 16
Feb. 19
Feb. 20
Feb, 25

D espite problems

The intramural football season is on once again at Northeastern. Thi s
year intramural football has expanded and there are two leagues . The
two leagues consist of a T uesday and a Thursday section .
The Tuesday section consists of six teams, including: Freaks , ConAway dors , ~ke, tne Big Shots, Peasants Paranoia, and Mash. Thi s section' s
St. Mary's
Away play began on October I st and the res ults of the games were thus :
Dubuque
Illinois College Home
Away Freaks
Jud son
12
Condors
6
Away Big Shots
Wisc. St.
14
Tke
0
Hol. Tourn .
Peasants Paranoia and Mash drew byes
Away Therefore, the current standings look like this:
Wisc . St.
Hol. Tourn.
Away
Roosevelt
P
OP
T
w L
J udson
14
0
Home Big Shots
0
1
0
Wisconsin,
12
6
Away Freaks
0
I
0
Parkside
Peasant' s
Lewi s
Home Paranoia
0
0
0
0
0
Ke ndall
Home Mash
0
0
0
0
0
St. Procopiu-s Home Condors
O
l
O
6
12
Chicago Circle Home TKE
O
1
0
0
14
Away
On October 13th, the schedule and the teams pl ay thusly :
William Penn
1.1.T.
Ho me
Freaks vs. Big Sho ts
Roosevelt
H ome
Peasant's Parano ia vs. Mash
C hicago State A way
Condors vs. T K E d rew byes
Al bert Lea
Home - (Scores were not available at time of printing)
T he Thursday section consisting of Brahma's, Harral so n's H eroes,
C hicago State Home
C hicago Circle Away Independents, Beavers, and Stiffs. Thi s sectio n has completed two
A lbert Lea
Awa y ga
Tournament
A lbe rt Lea
Away games with the resu lts bei ng:
Tournament
Octo ber 1st
1. 1.T
Away Brahma's
12
H arralson's H eroes
o
Independents
O
Beavers
0
Stiffs drew a bye.
O ctober 8th ·
Brahma's
12
Beavers
0
Independents
6
Stiffs
0
Harralson 's Heroes drew a bye

Band-hacks football club
by Del Breckenfeld

With all the win ning our football
club has bee n doi ng lately, not
muc h has been said about the
N ISC band me mbers who have
shown up at every game under
their own power. These volunteering members felt tha t if they
cou ld get a band togethe r to perfor m at the games, it would help
the morale of the team and bo lster
spiri ts and e nthu siasm among the
students,
The first game's performance
(Lo yola) went fa irly smooth with
the help of D r. Gangware and a
loan-e d bus from a student, but few

people realized the diffic ulties at
the next game, j ust to insure the
band's appearance, For instance,
take the Marquette game . A brave
band of 22 people, des pite flat
tires, no directions , 5-mo nth old
hot dogs, still frozen pop , cold hot
chocolate, and St. Columbkilles'
$4.00 bass dru m ma naged to· get
e nough private cars and high spirited people to make the 90 mile
trip to Milwaukee . Thi s stalwart
group played college marches a nd
pop songs such as " M ickey
Mouse" , " Goi ng Out of My
Head", and " Big Spender" under
the d irection of one of the stu-

dents. Everyone, including a group
of stu d e nts fr om Marquette ,
sha red the e nthu sias m of the ba nd.

Wi th the resul ts included, the Thursday's standings shape up like this:

w
Brah ma's
2
Independents
I
Beavers
0
0
Stiffs
H a rral son's H eroes

L
0
0
1

T
0
I

I

0
1

0

l

p
24
6
0
0
0

OP
0
0
12
6
0

12

· T hi s spirit continued through Today's games are as fo llows:
the Prairie State ga me at C hicago
Beavers vs. Stiffs
Heights and if the rides a nd mo ney
Harralson's Heroes vs. Independents
for new tires, new bass drum
Brahma's drew a bye.
head s, hot chocolate, etc. holds
out, we can expect to see the members at future games. The band is
especiall y looking forward to playing fo r ho mecomi ng when the y will
once again be under the directio n :i::======================;=====;=========================================;:=================:;:::============❖===❖=❖=❖=•=·=•=❖=❖=❖=!=!=1
of D r. Gangware. T hey hope. to
see everyone there to suppo rt the
team .

- - WORLD FAMOUS -

PIZZA IN THE PAN
"eat it with a knife & fork"
(IT'S THICK)

visit our @lb £nglis!J dining room
(OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK)

2727 W. HOWARD STREET
FOR DELIVERY SERVICE CALL 338- 2166

I

I
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Northeastern Ill.
Football Club

vs.
Loras College
Dubuque, Iowa
Saturday, Oct. 17
2:00 P.M.

I

I
..I

